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RULE ORGANISATION AND RULE 
APPLICATION IN HEMACHANDRA'S 

PRAKRIT GRAMMAR 

H.S. Ananthanarayana 

The main principle on which rules are organised in 
grammatical treatises, viz. the principle of adhikiira 'governing 
rule' and anuvrtti process of carrying adhikiira into subsequent 
rules' is not specific to them but is found employed also in 
several Shiistras written in siitra style. It may be found even in 
the Brahma~a portion of the Vedic texts. Either the whole of the 
adhikiira statement or any part of it may be taken into the 
subsequent statements by anuvrtti process. The verbal element 
dhattam in the statement i~amurjarp asmiisu dhattam 'confer on 
us food and nourishment' (TB.l.1.5) is carried into the following 
statement, prii~iin paSU$ll '(confer) vitality on cattle' (TB.I.1.6). 
Te verbal form iilabhate of the first sentence, brahmar;e 
hriihmar;am iilabhate 'one offers a Brahmin to Brahma' 
(TB.lll.4) is assumed in the following sentences upto the end of 
that chapter. Another instance of this principle may be found in 
Ap. Dh.Su. (1.1 .2-3) dharmajiiasamaya(l pramiir;am 'the 
convention of those who know the law is the authority' and 
vedii.ka 'also the Vedas (are authority)'. • 

Similarly, the principle of vidhi 'injunction, command' and 
ni$edha 'negation' and the principle of para tva 'posteriority' in 
rule application are found utilised not only in grammatical 
works but also in other works. Some examples need only be 
cited in support of this. In the isopani$ad (verse I), tena 
tyaktena hhwifithii~ 'through renunciation of that (world) may 
you enjoy' is a Vidhivakya and mii grdhal) kasyasvid dhanam 
'covet not anyone's riches' is its ni$edha. In the 
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Taittirlyopani~ad (l.xi.2), yiinyanavadycmi karmii(!i lam 
sevitGJ~viini 'the acts that are not blamt:worthy are only to be 
practiced' and na itariif}i 'not others' are respectively Vidhi and 
Ni~edha. In the Apastamba Dhannasutra, sadiira(!yiid edhiin 
iihr~viidho nidadhyiit 'fuel is to be collected always from the 
forest and placed on the ground' (1.4.14) and niistamite 
.wmiddhiiro gacchet 'one shall not go for collecting fuel after 
sunset' (1.4.15) are respectively vidhi and ni~edha. We would be 
examining in this paper mainly the principle of rule application 
in Hemachandra's Prakrit Grammar, briefly reviewing to begin 
with, the principle of rule organisation. 

Hemachandra (I 078-1172) presents his Prakrit grammar as 
a sequel to his Sanskrit grammar, 
Siddhahemacandra.\-abdiinuJiisana, in only 1119 siitras. The 
text is divided into four piidas of which Hemachandra devoted 
the first three piidas and a major portion of the fourth to the 
treatment of the principal Prakrit, Mahara~~rT, and the remaining 
to the other tive dialects, viz. SaurasenT, MagadhT, PaisacT, 
COlikapaisacT, and Apabhraf"!"lsa. The language of presentation is 
Sanskrit and Hemachandra wrote himself a Vrtti called 
Prakii.\:ikii on his grammar. lt is diachronic in nature in that he 
considers Prakrit a derivative from Sanskrit (Vide 8.1.1 atha 
priikrtam on which the v:rtti says: prakrtil} saT(1skrtam. lalra 
bhavam tala iigatam vii priik(lam). Hemachandra wrote his 
grammar at the request of the king Siddharaja, son of Mularaja 
of Culukya dynasty. He is classified as belonging to the Western 
school of Prakrit granunarians and his granunar of Prakrit is the 
best known and the most complete that is available to us. 

The distinction between what is 'conunon' (siimiinya) to 
groups of entities and what is 'particular' (viSe~a) to 5ubgroups 
of these is the underlying principle in Hemachandra's grammar, 
keeping generally with the Indian Grammatical tradition. 
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Accordingly, he formulates general rules (utsarga) and related 
exceptions (apaviida) takes precedence over a related utsarga so 
that it applies preferentially in its own domain. Once the 
domains of all possible exceptions to a general rule have been 
set aside, the remaining domain is the one in which the utsarga 
takes effect. 

As an instance of this principle, we may cite rule 8.1.15 
str~yiim iid avidyuta/:1. which states that the final consonant of 
nouns in feminine, excepting the word vidyut, is substituted by 
[a]. The rules that follow provide different substitutes in the same 
environment. Rule 8.1.16 ro ra states that the substitute is [ ra] 
when the final consonant is [r]; 8.1.17 k~udho hii states that the 
substitute is [ha]. Thus the replacement of the final consonant by 
[a] and of final consonant by [ra] or [ha] are respectively utsarga 
and apaviida; the latter counters the fonner so that the two 
operations complement each other. We thus get sariii from 
Sanskrit saril 'stream', and girii from Skt. gir 'speech', chuha 
from Skt. k$udh 'to be hungry'. The domain of application of the 
substitution of riilhii for the final consonant by 8.1.16-17 is 
included in the domain of re-placement of final consonant by [a] 
provided by rule 8.1.15. It may be noted that rule 8.1.15 is itself 
an apaviida to mle 8.l.ll antyavyanjanasya (IO.luk), which 
states the deletion of the final consonant of words. 

Related to utsargiipaviida principle is the principle of vidhi 
'provision' and Ni~edha 'cancellation'. Vidhi operates in a 
general domain and ni~edha in a specific domain. For example, 
a vidhiviikya is found in 8.1.11 antyavyaiijanasya (I O.luk) 'the 
final consonant of a word gets deleted, (e.g.jiiva from Skt. yiivat 
'as far, as long'). Its ni~edha is found in 8.1.12 na srad udol) 
'not so in the words srad and ud (e.g. saddhii, uggayam from 
Skt. sraddhii 'faith'~ udgatam 'appear'). Another instance of 
vidhi is found in 8.2.89 aniidau se~iide.Sayor dvitvam 'the 
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remaining consonant as well as the replacing consonant, which 
is non-initial, gets doubled, (e.g. bfwllam from Skt. bhuktam 
'eaten' via bhutam by rule 8.2 .. 77 ka ga !a r;ta ta da pa .~a $a sam 
.. . iirdhvam luk 'k,g, etc., are deleted when they are first 
members of a cluster'; 8.2.1 (sar[lyuktasya). Its ni$edha is found 
in 8.2.92 na dlrghanusviirat 'it is not doubled when following 
either a long vowel or an anusviira' (e.g. nlsiiso from Skt. 
ni.~.\:viisa 'outgoing breath', tamsam from Skt. fryasram 'a 
triangle'). The relation obtaining between vidhi and ni$edha is 
parallel to the relation between utsarga and apaviida. The 
essential difference between ni$edha and apaviida is that while 
the latter counters an utsarga by providing another positive 
operation, a ni$edha counters a vidhi by cancelling its operation. 
Examples may be multiplied; but it is sufficient to note from the 
above insfances that Hemachandra has very usefully and 
effectively employed the principle, which was in vogue in this 
kind of writing. 

Rules in the grammar are to be arranged in the order of their 
application to give us the correct final forms of words, if more 
than one rule needs to apply in their derivation. We may 
illustrate the working of this principle by two rules in 
Hemachandra' s grammar. Rule 8.2. 77 ka ga fa r;Ja fa da pa ,\:a $a 
siim ... m iirdhvam luk states that in a cluster (8.2.1 
sar[lyuktasya) ka, ga, etc., standing as first members get deleted. 
Accordingly, Skt. saktam 'be able' khar;Jgal} 'sword' develops to 
sato and khago respectively. And by rule 8.2.89 aniidau 
.\:e$lide.\:ayor dvitvam 'the remaining consonant, not being initial, 
gets doubled, giving us the correct final forms satto and khaggo. 

Sometimes two rules may be bound simultaneously 
applicable in a given situation and we must then have a principle 
to decide unambiguously as to which of the two rules should 
apply. This principle in grammar is called paratva principle, 
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which is invoked when there is cont1ict (virodha or viprali?edha) 
between two rules of equal applicability (tziljzabala). ln such 
instances, the rule that is later placed in the gramf,har prevails over 
the rule placed earlier (viprati?edhe paraf[7kZiryat~1.). 

The working of this paratva principle may1be illustrated by 
the following rules. As has already been ex~tained, plosives 
being the first members in a cluster are delated by rule 8.2. 77. 
Nasals being the second members of clusters are deleted by rule 
8.2.78 adho manayiim. I, v, and r get deleted in either position 
by rule 8.2.79 sarvalra lavarlim avandhre. The question that 
arises now is, what rule applies in a cluster of piosive and nasal, 
say as in lagna ·auspicious time' or rukma 'gold'. Both rules 
8.2.77 and 8.2.78 may apply here simultaneously. Should we 
apply rule 8.2.77 and delete the plosive or apply rule 8.2.78 and 
delete the nasal? Here, the paratva principle helps in taking the 
correct decision and thereby applying the nasal deletion rule, 
which is placed later in the grammar. This gives us the right 
forms lagga and rukka in Prakrit. Similarly, in clusters of 
plosive and semivowel where both rules 8.2.71;and 8.2.79 have 
equal applicability, the semivowel deletion rule··which is placed 
later in the grammar takes precedence in giving us the correct 
final fon11S ukkcl and vikkavo in Prakrit from Sanskrit ulkii 
'meteor' and vik/aval} 'confused'. In the same w~y. in clusters of 
semivowel and nasal where both rules 8.2.17£\md 8.2.79 can 
simultaneously apply, the semivowel deletion .rule is preferred 
by the posteriority principle. Thus, Sansknrf' karma 'work' 
correctly derives as kamma in Prakrit. 

In concluding this, it may be remarked that whether it is 
Par:tini writing a descriptive grammar for Sanskrit language or 
Hemachandra writing a historical grammar for lrakrit, they both 
belong to one Indian Grammatical Tradition. Aecordingly, they 
follow the same set of general principles in rule formation (viz. 
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siitra style), rule organisation (adhikiira-anuvrtti; vidhi-ni~edha) 
and rule application (paratva concept). The differences in details 
may be attributable to the languages being treated (Sanskrit in 
one case and Prakrit in the other) and the method followed 
(synchronic versus diachronic). They both have given us a good 
model in their respective areas for either a descriptive or a 
historical treatment of other Indian languages. 

(TB = TaittirTya Brahmaf)a) 
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TEACHING LANGUAGE THROUGH 
LITERATURE IN ESL CURRICULUM 

B. Gopal Rao 

Literature and language are mutually complementary. The 
apprehensions of literature professors that propagation of 
language teaching may reduce the popularity of literature are 
baseless. A meaningful interaction - if created between the two 
disciplines by the material producers at any level - would be 
very beneficial to the learner. This would be very suitable to the 
undergraduate students as they are more matured than the 
secondary school and the junior college students. 

English h~s now acquired the status of a second language in 
India. Though not spoken by Indians in their home situations, 
English is the language most widely used for social and 
professional purposes in India. Moreover, "for most people, the 
ability to use their first language is rarely matched, even after 
years of study, by a comparable ability with second language." 
(Yule, 1986 : 150) So, good proficiency in English is an 
inescapable inevitability for all the educated and urban people. 

Use of literature to teach language has been an accepted 
practice in the academies of ancient India, Greece and· some 
other nations. For instance Sanskrit learning for a beginner 
would start with Kalidasa's Raghuvamsa in ancient days. The 
strength of such a methodology was in the hannonious blending 
of language and literature in th~ teaching methodology. The 
content was taught through an analysi~ of language used and the 
language processes. Thorough unoerstanding of language 
facilitated understanding and enjoyment of literature. 
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The present situation of English in India with reference to 
language - literature hannony is not encouraging. It is rather 
unfortunate that the very objective of teaching language or 
literature is being ignored for various reasons. English is taught 
totally as a content-based subject ignoring the fact that the 
majority of Indian learners come from regional media 
background. As a result the needed proficiency is not imparted 

. to the learners. The mushrooming so-called English institutes 
are cashing on this situation, which is a result of the failure of 
the regular English Departments of Colleges in teaching 
literature and language. The "English" institutes are designing 
their courses on grammar or vocabulary development making 
language·teaching dry and ineffective. 

The only solution lies in making a controlled and 
meaningful use of literature to teach language. It not only gives 
a taste of English literature but also develops in the student a 
feeling for the native idiom. But the syllabus designers should 
be cautious to pick and choose relevant and contemporary pieces 
of literature to be used in a second language class. A literary 
piece if taught properly "may achieve the esthetic level of 
literature through the qualities of its expression 
Shakespeare's Hamlet and Cervante's Don Quixote are notable 
for both "expression and content" (Lado, 1979 : 1954). More 
importantly, they should relate the prescribed pieces to the day
to-day lives of the learners. 

The main thrust of my paper suggests a happy blend of 
language and literature in teaching and testing methodology of 
English courses, which should provide a viable solution to the 
present problem. 

Recent course materials have quite rightly incorporated 
many 'authentic' samples of language - for example, travel 
timetables, city plans, fonns, pamphlets, cartoons, 
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advertisements, newspapers or magazine articles. Learners are 
thus exposed to language that is as genuine and undistorted as 
can be managed in the classroom context. Literature is a 
valuable complement to such materials, especially once the 
initial 'survival' level has been passed. In reading literary texts, 
students have also to cope wi~h language intended for native 
speakers and thus they gain additional familiarity with many 
different linguistic uses. forms and conventions of the written 
mode: with irony. exposition. argument. narration, and so on. 
And, although it may not be confined within a specific social 
network in the same way that a bus ticket or an advertisement 
might be, literature can none the less incorporate a great deal of 
cultural information. Language enrichment is one benefit often 
sought through literature. Literature provides a rich context in 
which individual lexical or syntactical items are made more 
memorable. Reading a substantial and contextualised body of 
text, students gain familiarity with many features of the written 
language - the fonnation and function of sentences, the variety 
of possible structures the different ways of connecting ideas, 
linguistic clues which broaden and enrich their own writing 
skills. A literary text can serve as an excellent prompt for oral 
work. In all these ways, a student working with literature is 
helped with the basic skills of language learning. Moreover, 
literature helps extend the under graduate learner's awareness of 
the range of language itself. Literary language is not always that 
of daily communication, but it is special in its way. It is 
heightened: sometimes elaborate, sometimes marvellously 
simple yet, somehow, absolutely 'right'. The compressed quality 
of much literary language produces unexpected density of 
meaning. 

The overall aim, then, of our approach to the teaching of 
literature is to let the student derive the benefits of 
corrununicative and other activities for language improvement 
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within the context of suitable works of literature. Sharing 
literature with students is a spur to their acquiring these benefits, 
provided the teacher makes a balanced selection of activities and 
presents them with confidence. 

Each novel, short story or play can spark off a wealth of 
differl!nt activities. Tasks and exercises based on a literary text 
can provide valuable practice in listening, speaking or writing, as 
well as improving reading skills. Literary works of all kinds are 
now becoming increasingly available in spoken fonn on cassettes. 
These can be especially useful in providing extensive listening 
practice. The chunks heard at one time can be longer than would 
be possible with many other types of recorded passage, because 
once a book has been started, students are within a familiar 
context and have a whole set of expectations about what they are 
hearing. These are two conditions, which are recognised as being 
helpful to comprehension in a foreign language. Similarly, a 
shared book provides a network of familiar vocabulary, which 
means that it can be used for oral or written work with a 
minimum of pre-teaching of new words or expressions. 

When a teacher while teaching a novel can highlight words 
either for comprehension or for stylistic analysis, students are 
asked to extract specific kinds of words or expressions from a 
part of the work studied. A visual means of indicating different 
categories of words is the star diagram given for Lord of the 
Flies, which can be used as class or home reading activity. To 
enrich learners' vocabulary, the teacher can give them a whole 
series of terms or expressions that must be assigned to specific 
features or characters in their book. Worksheets can be used to 
sensitise students to the metaphorical dimension of words in the 
book they are reading. The text of a book often offers excellent 
opportunities to practise speci fie areas of language. The 
advantage of the literary text is that it provides a context for 
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language work. Exercises can be quite open-ended, so that in 
addition to language improvement, they incorporate student 
response. Word puzzles are simple to create, with follow-up 
writing tasks designed to help learners use their new vocabulary. 

Questionnaires are usually very helpful in sparking 
discussion. A simple kind lists statements with answer boxes to 
be ticked, such as: agree/disagree/not sure. These can be 
prepared to be filledin at home, with follow-up in the next 
lesson; alternatively, they can be completed during class time. 
Students are then asked to discuss their choices with fellow 
students, either in pairs or in groups. lt is entirely in order to use 
the text of a novel to practise specific areas of language, though 
in our experience this should be done briefly so as to maintain 
the 'magic' of the narrative and the reader's immersion in its 
fantasy. Examples on Prepositions, Phrasal Verbs, Active Voice 
& Passive Voice, Degrees of Comparison and fill in the blan!<.s 
with appropriate words etc., can be explained while teaching 
grammar in the class. 

As this particular activity is fairly mechanical, the teacher 
can adopt various tactics to sustain interest: 

Sn1dents fom1 groups, set missing prepositions (using 
sentences from the chapter) for other groups to complete. 

Sentences for completion are then used for a quiz - can 
groups identify what each sentence is referring to, and 
who is speaking? 

Structural practice linked to student response, prediction, 
etc.: Students can consolidate their control of grammatical forms 
by completing sentences, while at the same time making explicit 
their response to characters and situations in the novel. 
Continuous practice sessions in the classroom will help the 

• 
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students to develop confidence in their listening, writing and 
reading skills. While it may seem ''obvious at first glance that 
Practice has an effect of language competence, it should also be 
obvious that different kinds of Practice have different effects on 
developing competence." (Allwright, 1988 : 235) 

The sentences, which follow, are more open-ended, and, 
although the structure is being controlled, the learner's use of 
language is more personal and creative. 

Complete what these characters might say: 

Piggy: We don't be rescued unless .................. . 
Things won't work on the island unless ........ . 

Ralph: We won't be rescued unless ........................ . 
Things won't work on the island unless ........... . 

Jack: I don't want to be rescued unless ................... . 
We won't have a good time unless .............. . 

In the long nm ultimately what is required for effective 
teaching is "testing procedures, linked to the needs of particular 
instructional programmes, reflecting a communicative view of 
language leaming and teaching, but which is within the design 
and administrative powers of the teacher" (Oller Jr., 1986 : 
XVIl) 

Another illustration could be done from Swift's Gulliver's 
Travels. The voeabulary of the leamers could be improved by 
taking the words used in the text, which are related to sea travel. 
Similarly, words related to travel by train and travel by air could 
be expected. The skill of narration could be inculcated by a 
question like the following: 
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"Imagine that Gulliver went to a country called 
Gigantisthan. There everyone was ten times bigger than him. 
Can you narrate brietly his experiences there?'' 

Higher literary texts like Huck/eheny Finn could be used for 
analyzing the psychology of children and the concept of 
adventure whereas "The Scarlet Letter" could be used for gender 
discrimination. "To Sir With Love" is the best book on racial 
discrimination, which could be understood against the backdrop 
of the Indian situation of discrimination against weaker sections 
of the society. 

It is a different kettle of fish when it comes to teaching 
poetry. When a poet writes a poem he uses the English words 
that are available to all speakers of English. What makes him a 
poet, however. is that he uses them with greater awareness, 
greater sensitivity and greater artistry. The Poem "as a whole is 
not made up, as inferior writing otten is, of more comments or 
directions to the reader about what he should f't:el and how he 
should react but of concrete detail" (Hooper 1989 : 96 ). Before 
we teach a poem the students must be allowed to read the poem 
twice or thrice. The teacher should not criticize them for making 
mistakes and on the contrary he should lead them to a realization 
of their mistakes. This can be done through questioning. The 
class will get excited and interested as the teacher leads them to 
an understanding of the meaning and the rhythm of the poem. 
Remember that poetry written in English follows the usages of 
English grammar. Here are few points to watch: 

(a) Pronouns. Are they subjective or arc they objective'? 
What noun do they refer to? Ask the same thing of 
relative pronouns and demonstrative pronouns. 
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Notice the pronoun 'him' again in those lines by Milton: 

... Him the Almighty Power 
Hurled headlong flaming from the ethereal sky ... 

The students could mistakenly think that 'Him' referred to 
'Almighty Power'. 'Him' however is objective and is the 
object of the verb 'hurled'. So the grammar is: subject + 
verb+ object, viz., 'the Almighty Power hurled him'. 

(b) D(Uerenl .fimctiom o( word\·: In English one word can 
often have two or more functions. For example, the word 
'head' can function as: a noun, e.g., He hurt his head, an 
adjective, e.g., He is the headwaiter, a verb, e.g., the 
centre forward tried to head the ball. 

(c) The voca/)u/ary of the poem: How well has the poet 
chosen his words? Are there any outstanding examples 
of apt or unapt choices of words? ls the vocabulary 
simple or di fticult? Has he used any words in individual 
or unusual ways? 

(d) The grammatical structure l~lthe poem: ls the structure 
simple or difficult? Has the poet taken any liberties with 
the structures of the language? Has he used any 
individual, or archaic structures? 

(Remember that a writer like Shakespeare was not using 
archaic structures when he wrote. He was using the language 
of his time.) How has he used grammar to get his meaning 
across more effectively? E.g., mvers10ns. dialogue, 
questions, exclamation, etc .. 

What we have been doing so far with English literature is 
that we are treating it as only a content oriented subject. l f we 
could change our attention to teach language through the same 
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texts, the Indian Ieamer would not only benefit by learning the 
language, he would also develop positive approach toward 
English literature too. Giving heavy literature texts to the 
students who are poor in English language is like feeding the 
just born baby with a rich and delicious dessert. If we change 
our attitudes and respond to the needs of the learners. we can u~e 
our literary texts in the second language classroom too. 
Otherwise. there is a danger of literature facing rejection, which 
has already begun. In fact this concept of using literature for 
language teaching has originated in our land through the 
Sanskrit tradition where the texts were literary and the taught 
skill was language to begin with. 
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PLURAL IN TELUGU NOUNS 

Jagannath Vidyalankar 

Telugu 1 has the following inventory of consonants and vowels: 

Consonants 

p ph t \ \h c ch k kh 
b bh d dh 9 dh J jh g gh 

s $ s h 
m n ~ 

I 
w y 

Vowels 

Telugu has ten underlying vowels- a set of lax vowels and 
a set of tense vowels. 

e 
u 
0 

T 
e 

a a 

li 
0 

Telugu nominals fall into seven classes on the basis of how 
they form their plurals. All the seven classes are given below: 

I I. Tclugu is the language spoken in Andhra Pradesh, in India. by 
approximately thirty-five million people. This is one of the four major 
languages of Dravidian family, which is the fifth, or sixth largest family in 
the world. Telugu is second only to Hindi-urdu in number of speakers in 
India. II. Originally this paper was submitted for a course in phonology under 
Professor I. Howard of the Linguistics Dept.. University of Hawaii. I would 
like to thank him for his comments on the paper and the inspiration he gave 
me to purpose this. Ill. Later on I worked with Professor A. Lyovin of the 
same department and university and he revised several of my rules. I cannot 
thank him enough for his helpful suggestions and the labour in making 
professional corrections. In this paper I have used the feature system of The 
Sound Pattern of English (by Chomsky and Halle, 1968). 



IX 

:\. Suflix -lu 

.\g. 
Slll!Ce 

(w)raala 
maata 
gu<;J<;Ja 
kane 
kala 
ball a 

Pl. 
suuclu 
(\v)raatalu 
maa\alu 
gu<;J<;Jaiu 
kal\clu 
kalalu 
ballalu 

B. u of nominal stem retained 

guddu guddulu 
ceppu ceppulu 
wccru weerlu 
tannu tannulu 
pannu pannulu 
kommu kommulu 
peeru peerlu 

Jagannath Vidyalankar 

Gloss 
hammer 
writing 
talk 
cloth 
wood 
dream 
wooden table 

blow 
sandal 
root 
kick 
tax 
horn 
name 

C. Loss of: final u, i and .:onsonant assimilation 

gu9i gu!!u temple 
guuc;ju guu!!u nest 
waakili waaki!!u courtyard 
PUr:'9U pu!!u boil 
kannu ka!!u eye 
kaalu kaa!!u foot 
bar:'9i ba!!u cart 
illu i!!u house 
nooru noo!!u mouth 
gooru goo!!u nail 
uuru ut@l village 
pantulu pan~u!!u teacher 
rookali rooka!!u mmtar 
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D. Final u, i of nominal stem lost 

kuHu kutlu sewmg 
ceHu cetlu tree 
guc;Jc;Ju guc;Jiu egg 
rec;Jc;Ji rec;Jiu a person of a particular caste 
O!tU otlu swear 
naatu naatlu sowmg 

E. Nominals ending in vowel + m + u 

gurramu gurraalu horse 
pustakamu pustakaalu book 
paathamu paathaalu lesson 
gruhamu gruhaalu house 

F. Final i becomes u 

katti kattulu sword 
pandi pandulu plg 
nopp1 noppulu pam 
gadi gadulu stage 
pam panulu work 
puli pululu lion 
mati matulu wisdom, brain 
suudi suudulu needle 
daari daarulu door 
nalli nallulu a bed-bug 
banti bantulu a ball 

G. Underlying final long vowel 

gu~c;Ji gu~c;Jiilu button 
cec;Jc;Ji cec;Jc;Jiilu underwear 
lac;Jc;Ju lac;Jc;Juulu sweet ball 
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However, within the framework of generative phonology it 
is possible to handle all the above classes without setting up 
morphological classes at all. That is, by positing different 
underlying representations of the stems we can account for the 
allomorphy in all nouns by general phonological rules. Hence, 
these classes are only surface classes. 

Class A. Stems ending in vowels a or e form their plural by 
adding -lu: 

//suttee// 
//kaHe// 

//kala// 
paa!af/ 

Class B. This is the most general class. Stems ending in 
underlying non-retroflex geminate clusters followed by 
u or ending in a single non-retroflex consonant 
followed by u: 

//ceppu// 
//guddu// 

//peeru// 
//laagu// 

//kommu// 
//pannu// etc. 

Class C. Stems ending in underlying retroflex consonant + u or+ i: 

//par)r)u// 
I lpanr)u/ I 
lhl!ull 

1/goorul/ 
llkaa!ull 
llguc)ill 

Class D. Stems ending in geminate retroflex clusters + u + or + i 
or single voiceless retroflex + u: 

llceHull 
llnaatu// 

llguc)c)ull 
/loHull 

llrec)c)ill 
1/kuHull 

Class E. Stems ending in an underlying m not followed by a vowel: 

1/pustakamll 1/gurramll llpaathamll 
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Class F. Stems ending m a single or double non-retroflex 
consonant + i: 

//kaaki// //katti// //nalli/ I 

Class G. Stems ending in underlying long vowel: 

//gu~c;Jii// //cec;Jc;Jii// I /lac;Jduu/ I 

Class A and 8 nominals form their plurals by adding the suffix 
-lu to the singular fonns. Nominals in Class C and D 
lose their final high vowel so we need a rule, which is 
given as follows: 

Rule 1. High vowel deletion 

[

+syll J 
+high 
-tense 

-121 
[

+conj 
+cor 
-ant 

- lu 

That is, short i and u elide before -lu when preceded by a 
retroflex consonant. 

The fonns in Class C suggest a couple of assimilation rules 
that are given below: 

Rule 2. Consonant assimilation 

I Progressive 

(i) 

SD: [:~~~~ 
+antj 

1 

SC: 1- 1 
2-1 
3-3 

~ conj 
+cor 

ant 
2 

[

+ sylll 
+higj - # 

3 
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That is, a retroflex consonant preceded by a non-retroflex 
consonant and followed by finalu or i becomes non-retroflex: 

panf)u 
pannu (rule 21 (i)) (singular) 
il!u 
illu (rule 21 (i)) (sing.) 

(ii) 
-;- cods 
+cor --+[+ant] 
-ant 
+lateral 
-tense 

[

+ sylll 
+higj -# 

In other words, a single retroflex lateral becomes non
retroflex when followed by a finalu or i: 

(iii) 

kaa!u 
kaalu (rule 21 (ii)) (sing.) 
waaki!i 
waakili (rule 21 (ii)) (sing.) 

[

+cons] 
+cor 
+ant 
+lateral 

--+[-ant] 
+cons 
+cor 
-ant 
-tense 
+ voi 

[+syl~ - +high # 
+back 

This is, I of -lu becomes f when preceded by a non
geminated voiced retroflex consonant. 
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II Regressive 

SD: C+co~Sl +vOJ J 
[

+cons] 
+cor 
-ant 
+ lat 

2 

23 

~ syllJ +high 
+back 

3 

That is, a voiced retroflex consonant gets assimilated to the 
following retroflex lateral of the plural suffix. 

It is interesting to notice that the assimilation in rule 21 (iii) 
is of place of articulation and the assimi !Jtion in rule 2ll is of 
manner of articulation. 

The derivation of plural forms in Class C proceeds as 
follows: 

guc;Ji + lu 
gut?+ lu (rule I) 
gut?+ !u (rule 21 (iii)) 
gu!!u (rule 2 II) 

kaa!u + lu 
kaa! + lu (rule I) 
kaa!!u (rule 21 (iii)) 

But the forms given below are different from the examples 
derived above: 

pu~c;Ju 

illu 
pa~du 

pu!!u 
i!!u 
pa!!u 

These forms suggest a rule of cluster simplification: 
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Rule 3. Cluster simplification 

[ + cons] ----. 121 I - CC 

Derivation for the forms given above is as follows: 

pu(l<;lu + lu 
pu(l<;l + lu (rule 1) 
pu(l<;l + !u (rule 21 (iii)) 
puCJ! + !u (rule 2 II) 
pu!!u (rule 3) 

In rule 21 (iii) the feature - tense is needed as germination 
of retroflex consonants blocks the assimilation in Class D forms. 
Cluster simplification rule cannot occur before the consonant 
assimilation rule, so these rules will be ordered accordingly. 

il!u + lu pan(lu + lu 
i 1! + lu (rule 1) panr:' + lu (rule 1) 

il!u + !u (rule 21 (iii)) panr:' + !u (rule 21 (iii)) 

i!!u (rule 3) pan! + !u (rule 211) 

i!!u pa!!u (rule 3) 

illu (rule 21 (i)) (sing.) 

r behaves like a retroflex consonant when it occurs in 
between two non-low back vowels, so we need the following 
rule: 

Rule 4. Retroflexion 

• +con 
+cor 
+ant - [-ant] 
+son 
- nas t syllj +back 

low t syll~ +back 
low 

-!at 
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. Feature -low is to avoid the vowel a. This rule must apply 
to such forms as gooru. nooru immediately so that we can apply 
rule I (to drop u). In other words this rule must precede rule I 111 

the order. 

gooru + lu 
goor + lu 
goor + !u 
goo!!u 

(rule4) 
(rule l) 
(rule 21 (iii)) 
(rule 211) 

When r does not occur in between two non-low back 
vowels, the consonant assimilation and high vowc.:l deletion 
rules do not apply. An example from Class 1:3 follows: 

weem + lu 
weerulu2 

daari+lu 
daarulu3 (Class G, to be explained later) 

As stated above, the feature -tense in rule 21 (iii) prevents 
the consonant assimilation rule from applying, otherwise we 
would end up with *cejju and *gujfu instead of cetlu and gw;tlu in 
Class D. 

The derivation of forms in Class D proceeds as follows: 

ceHu + Iu 
ceH + Iu (rule I) 
ce11u +(rule 3) 

naa1u + Iu 
naa1 + lu (rule I) 
naa1(u + 

2. & 3. Further pronounced as weerlu and daarlu (as also lar;flu for larf9uulu, 

panlu for panulu and even maa!alu) but that is a problem or Sandhi in 
infonnal speech. 
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gw;J9u + lu 
guc;ic;i + lu (rule I) 
guc;ilu (rule 3) 

Jagannath Vidyalankar 

Notice that here rule 21 (iii) cannot apply as feature+ voi is 
included there (this prevents I from becoming!). 

The forms in Class E suggest the following 3 rules: 

Rule 5. Vowel epenthesis 

[ syl~ high 
back 

[+cons] -# 

That is. 11 is added to thl! tina! consonant. 

[ + syll]---+ [+tense] - -cor 

Rule 6. Vowel lengthening [ J 
+cons 

+ ant /u 
+ nas 

That is, a vowel followed by 111, \Vhich is followed by -lu 
gets lengthened. 

Rule 7. m deletion 

~
cons 
cor 

+ant 
..,.. nas 

---+0 f sylil 
L ten~ 

- lu 

In other words, m when by preceded by a long vowel and 
followed by -/11 gets deleted. This rule will follow rule 6. 
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Derivation for the forms in Class E follows: 

pustakam 
pustakam + u (rule 5) 

pustakamu (sing.) 

pustakam + lu 
pustakaam + lu (rule 6) 
pustakaalu (rule 7) 

It is interesting to notice that in Telugu u is added to the 
borrowings". which have a consonant in final position:'. A 
Telugu speaker may say pustakamulu. gruhamulu like puamulu 
in Class B. Different underlying forms give different plurals. 
Telugu has two plural forms for the word eddu 'ox'eddulu and 
er;tlu. eddu-eddulu belong to Class B. er;tlu come;; from 
underlying *er;tr;tu (of Class D) which never occurs. The plural of 
ce_1~vi 'hand' is ceclulu. ll'hich comes from underlying ceti, 
which is an oblique form (and also occurs in compounds like 
ceetipani 'hand-work'. Similarly the plural of nuyyi 'well' is 
mwtulu, which comes froms underlying form nuuti, which is an 
oblique form. Both these forms (ceetulu. mwtulu) belong to 
Class F. gurramu 'horse' is a Telugu word (like paamu 'snake' 
of Class B) but it seems it got reilllcrpreted as a foreign word 
and is treated like other Sanskrit words like pustakam, grulwm 
and paaf/wm. 

The fonns is Class F suggest the following rule: 

~ English word car is borrowed in Tdugu. The singular form is kaaru and 
plural fom1 is kaarulu (kaarlu). Similarly boot: huu{/11- buu{lu, vote: voo{u
l'oo{lu, pass: paasu-paa.wlu. 
' u may be added lo the borrowings even if the li.mn has a vowclu in the linal 
position if the speaker considers it a borrowing. For example, the Sanskrit form 
Jcmtu is borrowed in T dugu butu is added to it and the lonn bccomesjantuu·11 
(with glide fonnation). Similarly the Sanskrit word )!llru in Telugu is borrowed 
and u is added to it which makes the lonn guruwu (gum•vumu 'to the guru'). 
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Rule 8. Vowel assimilation 

[ 
syll J +high 
tense 

---+ [ +back] - lu 

That is, a short i becomes u when followed by -/11. 

Derivation of Class F forms follows: 

kaaki + lu 
puli + lu 
katti + lu 
ceeti + lu 

kaakulu (rule 8) 
pululu (rule 8) 
kattulu (rule 8) 
ceetulu (rule 8) 

As the rule 8 is stated in its most general form, it could 
apply to Class C and D forms and give us the incorrect forms 
(gll(;ti ---+) * gu~ulu, (re~~l ---+) *re~~ulu. but we will handle this 
problem by the proper ordering of the rules. 

That is, the rule 1 will always apply before rule 8. Once the 
rule 1 applies (i.e., i gets deleted), rule 8, automatically, will not 
apply. 

Forms in Class G have a long vowel in the plural and a 
short vowel in the singular. We assume that the underlying 
forms in this class have a long vowel in the final position, which 
becomes short by the following rule: 

n.ule 9. Vowel shortening 

[ + syll ] ---+ [ - tense ] I - # 

That is, a long vowel becomes short in t11e final position. 
Telugu never allows a long vowel in the final position in all the 
borrowings from Sanskrit. Urdu and other Indian languages, 
which have long vowels in the final position, Telugu has short 
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vowels in the final position but the length is preserved in the 
plurai fonns. For example: 

Skt. strii - Telugu stri (Sg.) 
Striilu (pl.) 'women' 

So, we assume that the underlying form of each nominal m 
Class G has a long vowel in the final position. 

gui)<;Jii 
gul)c;1i (rule 9) (Sg.) 
gul)c;1ii + lu 
gul)c;1iilu (Pl.) 

Notice that no rule can apply here and bring any change in 
the plural form. 6 

The rules given above are listed again here for convenience. 

Rule 1. High vowel deletion 

1: ~r!D - 0 [: ~~~~ - lu l ten~~ - ant J 

6 There are still some fonns, which cannot be explained in tenns of the rutes 
which I have posited so far. For example: 

raat raa!!u 'stone' 
pe!!i pe!!i!!u 'marriage' 
celli celle!!u 'younger sister' 

But they are very small group of words. In fact, I could think of only these 
three words, which cannot be explained by the rules given in this paper. 
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(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

Rule 2. Consonant assimilation 

I Progressive 

SO: ~ conj +cor 
+ant 

1 

J agannath Vidyalankar 

+cons 
+cor 
-ant 
+ lat 
-tense 

/

l+sylll 
--+ [+ant] t hig~ # 

~
cons] cor 
ant 
lat 

[

syll J high 
- back 

II Regressive 

~syllJ SC: 1--+ 2 
SO: Fco~~ 

t_vmj 

Rule 3. Cluster simplification 

[ +cons] --+ 121 I - CC 

high 2--+ 2 
back 3--+ 3 
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Rule 4. Retroflexion. 

~syllj - back 
ow 

+ consl 
+cor 
+ant - [-ant] 

~:~; I 
-later~ 

~syllJ back 
ow 

Rule 5. Vowel epenthesis 

I [+cons] -# 

Rule 6. Vowel lengthening. 

[+ syll]- [+tense]. 
-cor -l+con] 
+ant lu 

Rule 7. m deletion. 

~ conJ cor 
+ant 
+ nas 

- nas 

31 
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I 

II 

Rule 8. Vowel assimilation 

t syl~ high 
tense 

- [+back] 

Rule 9. Vowel shortening. 

[+syll]- [-tense]/-# 

Jagannath Vidyalankar 

- lu 

ORDERING OF RULES 

The following two groups of rules need ordering: 

I 1,2,3,4, & 8 II 6 & 7 

These rules are ordered as follows: 

4. Retroflexion 4-1-2-(liii-II) 
1. High vowel deletion goofju 
2. Consonant assimilation rule 2 & 3 are the result 

ofmle I 
I (i) 1-2 gujfu 

(ii) (iii)- II 
II paffu 

3. Cluster simplification 1-(2)-3 guc;Hu 
8. Vowel assimilation (l )-8 kaakulu 

6. Vowel lengthening 6-7 pustakaa/u 
7. m deletion 

Rule 5 and rule 9 do not need any ordering. 
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THE -onde CONSTRUCTION IN DAKKHINI 

Khateeb S. Mustafa 

0.0 Severa) studies have already come up that set forth the 
convergence between Dakkhini 1 and Telugu. It is now very 
clear that Dakkhin.i has converged with Telugu and vice versa. 
Different scholars have taken up different areas to study the 
existing convergence between the two languages. Thus Khader 
has probed into the relative participle structure of Dakkhini and 
says that the latter has been influenced by Telugu in this 
respect. Kachru (1979, 1986) has analysed the structure of 
quotative construction, causative and relative clauses of 
Dakkhini and argues that all these structures are identical to the 
ones that exist in Dravidian system. Pray (1980) and Mustafa 
( 1981) have looked into a few features of Dakkhini and claim 
that Dakkhini has picked up these features from Telugu. 
Mustafa ( 1979) has also analysed the pattern of echo-word 
formation in Dakkhini and argues that in the formation of 
echo-word Dakkhini has been influenced by Telugu. Further he 
(1996) has studied the morphological and syntactic behaviour 

1 
Dakkhini is the fom1 of speech current in Delhi in 1300 A.D. It is a 

descendant of New Indo-Aryan dialects then prevalent in and around Delhi. It 
may be considered as an ancestral predecessor of what is today known as 
'Hindi-Urdu'. The dialect moved to Deccan with the troops of 'Alau'ddin 
Khilji (1295 A.D.) and also by the shifting of capital from Delhi to Devgiri 
(1327 A.D.) by Sultan Mohammad Bin Tughlaq. In Deccan the dialect 
developed and flourished independently. The kings of many independent 
kingdoms such as Bahmani, Adil Shahi and Qutub Shiihi that came into being 
in Deccan after the fall-out ofTughlaq patronised the dialect. It was elevated 
as the official language. It was also cultivated as a literary vehicle and durin& 
14-17th centuries it produced a good deal ofliterature. However in suJ>sequent 
years it remained only as a spoken dialect in Deccan, which it continues even 
for today. 
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of Dakkhini verb, rha- and has argued that the latter in many 
ways is identical to Telugu verb u~<;i. Arora ( 1986, 1989) and 
Arora and Subbarao (1988, 1989) have embarked on topics 
such as complementation, dativisation, relativisation, 
conjunctive participles etc. and argue that in all these instances 
Dakkhini rejects the native Hindi-Urdu pattern and shows a 
remarkable identity with Telugu. While all these studies have 
endeavoured to establish the convergence of Dakkhini with 
Dravidian system in synchronic perspective, Swarajya Lakshmi 
{1984) has studied the convergence of Telugu with Urdu in 
diachronic perspective. 

In the present paper we propose to discuss the -Onde ( ~-nde) 
eleinent and ande ( -nde) construction in Dakkhini. The -8nde ( -
nde) is a verbal suffix in current Dakkhini. It may be argued that 
this element is the same as -ne de of Hindi -Urdu. It may be 
assumed that, historically, Dakkhini and Hindi-Urdu, two 
varieties of the same speech, that is, the Delhi speech of 131

h 

century (see note on Dakkhini) possessed -ne de as permissive 
verb sequence. But currently this -ne de has morphologically 
contracted in Dakkhini to become -8nde (--nde). Further it has 
been reanalysed syntactically too to perform many different 
functions not known to the -ne de of Hindi-Urdu. An interesting 
point about Dakkhini -8nde (~-nde) is that it is identical to the 
Telugu verbal suffix -ni in many respects. Thus it may provide a 
good example of morphological and syntactic reanalysis in the 
context of the convergence of languages belonging to two 
different language families. · 

For the convenience of discussion the paper is divided 
mainly into three sections. Section one identifies the 
morphological and syntactic characteristics of -ne de of Hindi
Urdu. Section two analyses the -8nde (--nde) element of 
Dakkhini and adduces arguments as to why it cannot be 
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considered equivalent to Hindi-Urdu -ne de both 
morphologically and syntactically. The third section tries to 
allude the deviant behaviour of Dakkhini with respect to -8nde 
(--nde) to its convergence with Telugu, a language which it has 
been in intimate contact with for the last six centuries. 

The data for the paper has been drawn from Dakkhini 
spoken in Chittoor district of Andhra Pradesh. Further the paper 
·is based on the present author's knowledge of Hindi-Urdu and 
Telugu, the latter as spoken in Rayalseema region, especially 
Chittoor district. 

1.0 Let us first take up the Hindi-Urdu verb de 'give'. This 
may occur at least in three different ways. Firstly, as a 
finite/non-finite verb in sentences e.g. o cae vale, do k8p cae 
de 'hello, tea vendor! provide two cups of tea'. 8hm8d ko us ke 
valid rozana tin rupe dete h8i 'Ahmad's father dialy pays three 
rupees to Ahmad', sonu ko sau rupe dek8r h8m ne b8ri g8/8ti 
ki 'we committed a big blunder in paying hundred rupees to 
Sonu'. Secondly as a compound verb e.g., m8zdur ko p8ise de 
do '[you (sg. Non-hon.)] pay money to the worker', kya ap ne 
k8pre dhodiye 'did you (sg. Hon. For.) wash the clothes?', vo 
8ks8r mera kam k8rdeta h8i 'he often does my work'. Thirdly, 
as a permissive verb. In this case it is always preceded by the 
'oblique infinitive form' of another verb e.g.; mUjhe bah8r 
jane do '[you (sg.non-hon.infor)], please allow me to exit (lit. 
to go outside)'; ap mUjhe bolne k8b dete h8i? 'When do you 
(sg.hon.for.) allow me to speak?'; s8rkar ajk8/ pero ko kafne 
n8hi deti 'now-a-days the govt. does not allow the trees to be 
felled'. 

1.1.0 In the present paper we are, however, concerned with 
the third kind of occurrence of de, that is, when it occurs as a 
permissive verb. As exemplified above here it is preceded by 
the oblique infinitive form ( -ne) of another verb and is 
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··permissive' in its purport. A construction, which has such an 
occurrence of 'de' may be labelled as a 'permissive 
construction'2 . The verb 'de' in a permissive construction, 
even though preceded by another verb, functions as tbe main 
verb and admits finite suffixes just like any other main verb 
e.g., 

1. choro, jane do 
'alright, leave it, it does not matter [lit. {you (sg. hon. in 
for)}] leave (it), let (it) go' 

2. ap mUjhe jane diijiye 
[you (sg. hon. for)] please let me go' 

3. 8ise b8dma.S 8ur m8kkar admi ko m8i jane dii? 
'(ironical ! you mean) shall I have to forgive such a 
roguish and deceitful person?' . 

4. kUch bhi ho, kat se tUm baed> ko Is grBun<;l me khelne 
n8hi dege 
'what ever it may be, from tomorrow onwards you will 
not let the children play in this ground'. 

5. tUm ne Unhe klc8n me kyii anediya? 
'why did you allow them in kitchen? (lit. why did you 
let them (rem.) come in the kitchen?) 

6. vo mUjhe sehr k8ha jane dete h8i? 
'does he (rem.hon.)let me move to city? Not really'. [lit. 
where does he (rem. hon.) allow me to go to city? 

7. c8prasi mUjhe 8nd8r n8hi jane de r8ha h8i 
'the peon is not allowing me (to go) inside' 

2 On the analogy of 'causative construction' that is, which has a causal verb 
in it(see Kachru 1986: 167) 
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8. cahe kUch bhi ho, Us ko y8ha se bhagne n8hi dena h8i 
'come what may, (we) should not let him escape from 
here' 

1.1.1 de as a permissive verb is capable of occurring in a few 
subordinate clauses while in a few it cannot occur. 

9. 8g8r ap neUse bolnediya to 8ccha n8hi hoga 
'if you (sg.hon.for) allow him to speak (please mind it), 
it won't be proper' 

10. * ap ke Usko ane dene p8r, mUjhe 8c8mbha hUva 

11. * mUjhe bazaar jane dek8r, b8cco ne h81va b8naya. 

1.1.2 de as permissive is incapable of admitting a compound 
verb (as we have in zaklr ne rakes ko p8ise de dlye 'Zakir paid 
money to Rakesh') e.g., 

12. *tUm Use ane dedo 

1.1.3 de as permissive is also incapable of being followed by the 
aspectual verb }a [as we have in tUm bolte jao, mar likta jauga 
'you (sg.hc:m.infor) continue dictating and I shall continue 
writing'] e.g~, 

13. * ap Use p8rhne dete jalye, xUd llkte jalye. 

2.0 Now let us consider the Dakkhini -onde (- -nde) suffix 
and -Bnde (- -nde) construction. The -Bnde (- -nde) is 
basically a finite verb suffix (Khan and Mustafa 1984). As 
has been argued in sec. 0.0 this suffix is the same as 
'permissive verbal sequence', -ne de of Hindi-Urdu (cf. 
1.1.0). It may be noted that -ne de is a bimorphemic entity. 
However in Dakkhini the same has undergone morphological 
contraction to become a monomorphemic entity. Thus it has 
morphologically re-evolved and reanalysed itself. Further the 
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-Bnde (- -nde/ of Dakkhini has no independent occurrence -
neither in complete form nor in partial form; it occurs only as 
a suffix. Whereas the de of -ne de (of Hindi-Urdu) can occur 
independently too. Considering its structure and the kind of 
meaning it imparts in the language the Dakkhini -Bnde (- -
nde) has been labelled as 'permissive-imperative' 4 (Khan and 
Mustafa 1984: 53). 

Compared to-ne de of Hindi-Urdu, the -Bnde (- -nde) of 
Dakkhini is different in its syntax too. In other words, it has 
been reanalysed syntactically too. All this strongly suggests that 
Dakkhini has aspired to remodel and refashion itself as per its 
local structural requirements. 

2.1 Deferring the discussion on the syntactic reanalysis.of -Bnde 
(- -nde) to the later part of this section, here we adduce evidence 
to our claim that Dakkhini -Bnde (--nde) is a monomorphemic 
verbal suffix and that it cannot be considered equivalent to-ne 
de of Hindi-Urdu. 

Firstly, as we have said above the Dakkhini - Bnde (--nde) 
is a monomorphemic entity. It does not yield for morphological 
division into two or more morphemes. This can be corroborated, 

3 The -ne de of Hindi-Urdu in getting itself transfonned to Dakkhini -8nde (
-nde) seems to have undergone semantic reanalysis too. Consider the 
following. Oak.: mal jande 'let me go' VS. Hindi-Urdu: mUjhe jane de 
'allow/pennit me to go'. The -8nde (- -nde) construction of Dakkhini would 
be better translated in English with 'let ..... whereas the Hindi-Urdu 
construction with 'allow/pennit.. .. .'. The Dakkhini construction is 'uttered 
infonnally as if the pennission is to be sought (to do a particular act) by the 
subject. When followed by rising intonation symbolized by question it may 
convey a sense equivalent to English 'Shall (the subject) do (some thing)?' 
(Khan and Mustafa 1984:53) 

4_The label is helplessly poor. This is a peculiar verbal fonn in Dakkhini 
(Khan ll!ld Mustafa 1984). 
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by considering the following two sentences one each from 
Dakkhini and Hindi-Urdu. 

14. Oak. : (chor), ja -nde (chor, jande) 

I I I 
leave go permissive-

imperative 
suffix 

15. Hindi-Urdu: (chor) Ja -ne 

I I 
de( chor, jane de) 

I 
leave 
(imp.) 

go oblique give 
infinitive (imp.) 
suffix 

'it's okay, leave it, it does not matter [lit. leave (the matter), 
let (it) go']' 

These two sentences are identical to each other semantically. 
The syntax too is almost the same. But morphologically they are 
not parallel to each other. However, supposing that they are 
parallel to each other if we attempt to divide the Dakkhini -nde 
into two segments viz; -n and de the Dakkhini sentence loses its 
original meaning and acquires a different meaning- (chor), jan 
de '[leave (it), give life]'. This however is not tenable for our 
purpose. The Hindi-Urdu -ne de on the other hand can be 
analysed into - ne 'oblique infinitive suffix' and de 'give 
(permissive verb)'. Therefore one has to conclude that the 
Dakkhini -8nde (--nde) is a monomorphemic entity. 

The second argument derives from consideration of the 
following sentences. 
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16. Oak: m8i 

I 
Ja 

I 
I go 

17. H.U.: mUjhe ja 

I I 
to me go 

'let me go' 

-nde (m8i jande) 

l 
permissive 
imperative suffix 

-ne de 

I I 
oblique give 
infinitive 
suffix 

Khatceb S Mustafa 

Again the above sentences are semantically the same but 
constructionally different. In Dakkhini sentence the verb }a
corresponds to m81, which is the subject of the sentence. Further 
the latter is in the nominative case, which generally is the case 
of the subject of any verb and which occurs without case 
marker. The sentence has no other subject, which -nde can 
correspond with. eonversely -nde is just the permissive
imperative suffix added to ja-. It need not have another subject 
to correspond with. 

Contrary to the above situation in Hindi-Urdu sentence (17) 
the subject of ja- is mUjhe 'to me'. Does the verb de 'give' too 
have a subject to correspond with? Yes it has and obviously it is 
an implicit tu 'you (sg. Non-hon. infor.)', which is deleted here as 
is g~nerally demanded of an imperative sentence. All this goes to 
prove that the Hindi-Urdu -ne de and the Dakkhini -8nde (~-nde) 
are two different entities. The former is a periphrastic verbal fonn 
while the latter is a monomorphemic form. 

The third point as to the morphological status of Dakkhini ~ 
8nde (~ -nde) is as follows. Suppose in the above Dakkhini 

· sentence ( 16) the verbal suffix ~nde has -n [supposedly an 
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allomorph of oblique infinitive suffix] and -de as permissive. In 
the same breath supposing that jan [supposedly oblique 
infinitive of ja] corresponds to m87, if we are to introduce the 
Dakkhini pronoun tu [you (sg.non-hon)] the above Dakkhini 
sentence is rendered ungrammatical- *tu m87jande. But it is not 
ungrammatical in Hindi-Urdu. Look at sentence no.l7 above tu 
mUjhe jane de 'you (sg.nori-hon, infor.) allow me to go'. This 
amply proves that -nde (--8nde) of Dakkhini is a 
monomorphemic verbal suffix and is not -n plus -de, a situation 
which we have in Hindi-Urdu. 

The fourth piece of evidence as to the morphological status 
of Dakkhini -nde (--8nde) comes from its capability to admit or 
not to admit other finite verb suffixes. The Hindi-Urdu de, like 
any other verbal stem, readily admits the finite verb suffix, to 
cite a couple of examples from section 1.1.0. 

tu ne Unhe k.lc8n me kyO ane dlya 'why did you allow them 
in kitchen?' 

vo mUjhe sehr k8ha jane dete h8i? 'does he (rem. Hon.) let 
me move to city?' 

The same is not true with respect to Dakkhini -nde ( --
8nde). Look at these Dakkhini sentences which are rendered 
ungrammatical with other finite verb suffixes of Dakkhini : 

18. *Uno sondl -ye 

19. *tUme ande- t8i. 

The inference therefore is obvious 

2.2. In the above lines we have discussed the morphological 
status of Dakkhini -8nde (--nde) and tried to establish that the 
latter is a monomorphemic entity. In the following lines we 
would like to bring forth the evidence as to how -8nde ( --nde) 

• 
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construction is syntactically different from Hindi-Urdu -ne de 
construction. 

In the first instance let us consider the transitive or 
intransitive status of Hindi-Urdu -ne de and Dakkhini -onde (-
nde) construction. Let us consider the following two Hindi-Urdu 
sentences. 

20. mUjhe 

I 
8nd8r 

I 
Jane 

I 
dijlye 

I 
object inside in.tr. tr. 

'[you(sg.hon.for.)] please allow me inside'. 

21. (8g8r ap ki bat manlii to) 

kya ar mljhe y8hli krl,et khe;ne der? 

subject in.dir.object dir.object tr. tr. 

'[if (I) agree to your point], will you allcfw me to play 
cricket here?' 

Note that irrespective of whether the embedd:.!d verb is 
intransitive or transitive the sentence is transitive only. This is 
typical of all Hindi-Urdu -ne de constructions. This however is 
untrue of the Dakkhini -on de ( --nde) construction. Consider the 
following sentences: 

22. Uno m8idan me dh8ur8nde 

I I 
subject in.tr. 
'let them (rem.) run in the ground' 

23. Ino xat llkh8nde 

I I I 
subject object tr. 

'let them (rem.) write a letter' 
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It may be seen that the Dakkhini -Bnde ( --nde) construction 
may be intransitive if it contains an intransitive verb and it is 
transitive if the verb is transitive. 

The second argument is favour of the fact that the Dakkhini 
-8nde (- -nde) construction is different from Hindi-Urdu 
construction may be provided by consideration of the following 
two sentences, which are from sec. 1.1.0 

ap mUjhe Jane dijlye 

'[you (sg.hon.for.) please hit me go' 

vo mUjhe sehr kBha jane dete hOt? 

'does he(rem.hon.) let me move to city? 
'[lit. where does he (rem.hon.) allow me to go to city?] 

It may be noticed that the above Hindi-Urdu sentence 
comprises two subjects - one corresponding to oblique infinitive 
form of verb and it is in dative fonn; two, corresponding to the 
permissive verb de and it is in nominative form. This is typical 
of all Hindi-Urdu -ne de constructions. 

Contrary to this situation, a Dakkhini -Bnde (--nde) 
construction typically has only one subject. The verb here 
always corresponds to this subject only. Further the subject is 
always in nominative form. Look at this Dakkhini construction: 

p8hele hBrne uthBnde 'let us wake up/get up first' 
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Any attempt to introduce another subject in dative form on 
the pattern of Hindi-Urdu construction renders the above 
Dakkhini construction ungrammatical and unacceptable. See this: 

*p8hele h&ne tUje Uth8nde 

The third piece of evidence can be had from the fact that the 
Hindi-Urdu -ne de construction is typically characterised by a 
matrix sentence and an embedded sentence. The subject of the 
embedded sentence is always in its dative fonn and the verb in 
oblique infmitive form. As far the subject of matrix sentence, it 
may be explicit or implicit. In the former case it is always in its 
nominative form. Similarly the verb in matrix sentence is always 
de. Consider the following. 

24. hom ltni asani . se tUrnhe chutne nahT dege 
embedded sentence 

'we will not allow you to escape· so easily' 

matrix sentence: hom .......... dcge 
embedded sentence: tUmhe ......... chutne 

25. kUch Our der Use sone dijlye 
embedded sentence 

It may be noted that in sentence 25 the subject in the matrix 
sentence is implicit whereas in sentence 24 it is explicit. 

Contrary to the above situation in a Dakkhini -nde (--onde) 
construction no embedded sentence exists. Needless to say that 
it has one subject and one finite verb only and they correspond 
to each other. · 

The arguments put forth above and the evid~nce provided 
prove beyond doubt that the Dakkhini -onde (--nde) and Hindi
Urdu -ne de are one and the same entity.ln Dakkhini the -ne de 
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has been re-evolved and reanalysed morphologically as well as 
syntactically to perform a cet1ain set of different functions 
unknown to it in its native situation. · 

3.0 In the ·preceding section we have discussed the Dakkhini -
ande (--nde) suffix and -ande (--nde) construction and have 
tried to argue that this element is the same as -ne de, which we 
have in the contemporary Hindi-Urdu. We have further argued 
that -ande (--nde) of Dakkhini is a monomorphemic entity and 
that it has undergone syntactic reanaiysis to perfonn a set of 
different functions not known to its sister variety which evolved 
later in the fanner's (Dakkhini 's) native environment. But the 
question that arises here is why this deviant behaviour on the 
part of Dakkhini vis-avis -ande (--nde). The reason is not far to 
seek. To get to the point let us examine Telugu element, which 
correspond to -ande (- -nde) of Dakkhini. Let us also explore 
whether constructions involving this element are parallel to 
those of -ande (- -nde). 

Let us first consider the following two sentences - one each 
from Dakkhini and Telugu: 

26. Oak: Une ghor k•J Ja ndc 

I I I I I 
she(rem.) house to go penmsstve-

imperative suffix 

27. Tel: arne Inti ki po 111 

I I I I I 
she(rem.) house to go permissive-

imperative suffix 
'let her (rem.) go home' 

It may be seen that in the above sentence various 
constituents of Dakkhini sentence are exactly corresponding 
with those of Telugu sentence especially the subject Une 'she 
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(rem.)', verbja 'go' and -nde 'permissive-imperative suffix' of 
Dakkhini sentence with arne 'she (rem.)', po 'go' and -ni 
'permissive-imperative suffix ( ?) ' of Telugu. 

Let us consider a transitive -ande (- -nde) construction of 
Dakkhini and its counterpart in Telugu. This gives further 
confirmation. 

28. Dak: Une am kha 

I I I 
he mango eat 
(rem.) 

29. Tel: vadu manldi kayi 
1· I I 
he( rem.) mango fruit 

'let him(rem.) eat the,mango' 

nde 

I 
penmss1ve 
imperative suffix 

tin Ill 

I I 
cat penmss1ve 

imperative suffix(?) 

Here again there is one-to-one-correspondence. 

3.1 Further corroboration of our proposition will be provided by 
considering a couple of syntactic features of the Telugu sentence 
just given above. 

Tel: va9u mamldikayi tlnni 
'let him(rem.) eat the mango' 

Supposing tlnni 'let eat' docs not correspond to va9u but 
corresponds to an implicit subject like Tel. nUvvu 'you', if we 
are to introduce the latter in the above sentence, it is rendered 
ungrammatica I: 

*nUvvu vac;~u mamldi kayi tlnni 

A closer look at Telugu sentences 27 and 29 and others like 
them reveal that these may be intransitive and further they do 
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not possess embedded sentences with them-. These arc the 
features of Dakk.hini -8nde (- -nde) sentence too at syntactic 
level. Therefore it can be said with a measure ()f confidence that 
the pennissive· verb sequence which exists in the contemporary 
Hindi - Urdu has been reanalyzed morphoiogically to become 
Dakkhini -Dnde (--llde). The latter has also been syntactically 
reanalysed so that its system parallels with that ofTelugu. 

(The findings in this paper are based on the data of Dakkhini 
and Telugu spoken in Chittoor District of Andhra Pradesh 
collected by the author hi~ro;elf and the latter's knowledge of 
Hindi-Urdu as spoken in Delhi, Aligarh. Lucknow etc.) 
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REFERENCE AND MEANING OF DRAVIDIAN 
DEMONSTRATIVES 

8. Ramakrishna Reddy 

I. Introduction 

While philosophy is the study of the fundamental nature of 
knowledge, reality and existence; the philosophy of language is 
concerned with the relationship between these and language 
(CaiT, 1994). The analysis of such features of language as 
reference, meaning, truth, verification, speech acts and logical 
necessity has been the concern of philosophy of language 
(Searle, 1969). A preliminary exploration into the philosophical 
problems of meaning and reference as reflected in the lexical 
and grammatical structure of demonstratives (pronouns) in 
(selected) Dravidian languages is the goal of the present 
endeavour. Word in natural language consists of form, meaning 
and reference. The relationship between the members of this 
triad has attracted the attention of linguists as well as 
philosophers (Lyons, 1968 and 1995; Lamarque, 1994). 

Reference is the relationship that holds between linguistic 
expressions and what they stand for in the real world (Strawson, 
1971 ). It is a context-dependent aspect of utterance - meaning and 
is intrinsically connected with existence. Refe1Ting expressions in 
natural languages include names, noun phrases (or definite 
descriptions) and pronouns. Pronouns can, in tum, be classified into 
personal pronouns and demonstratives among others. In the 
literature on philosophy of language, the demonstratives are 
variously labelled as indexicals, deictic expressions, egocentric 
particulars or token-reflexive expressions (Lezzenberg, 1997). 
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2. Dcictic expressions 

"By deixis is meant thl! location and identification of 
person~. objects. events. processes and activities being talked 
about or referred to, in relation to the spatiotemporal context 
created and sustained by the act of utterance and the participants 
in it, typically, of a single speaker and at least one addressee" 
Lyons ( 1977: 637). The speech act participants of speaker and 
hearer play a primary role in the cognition, production and 
comprehension of natural language utterances. 

2.1 Deictic context 

(i) Egocentricity and subjectivity of deictic centre would be 
around the speaker. i.e. the central person (dcixis) is the 
speaker. The divisions into speaker, addressee and 
referent have their reflexes in grammar as first, second 
and third person pronouns respectively. The output 
hierarchy in conjunction (of these pronouns) indicates the 
dominance of speaker/ addressee over the other pronouns 
i.e. the hierarchy of I person > II person > Ill person, is 
well attested in natural languages. It is a universal across 
the world's languages and an obvious evidence for the 
centrality of participant roles in a speech event. 

(ii) The central place in a speech event is the speaker's 
location at the time ofutterance. 

(iii) Central time is the one at which the speaker produces the 
utterance. 

(iv) Di_scourse centre is the point with which the speaker is 
cuJTently identifying himself in the production of utterances. 

(v) Social deixis springs from the speaker's social status, 
rank and role in relation to that of addressee/referent. 
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2.2 tJeictic: field 

The pragmatico-semantics is anchored on the relevance of 
speech act participants (situation) for the interpretation of certain 
linguistic structures, i.e. the role of speaker - addressee (I and II 
persons). place oftheir location (here) and the time of speech event 
(now). Concrete physical space as well as abstract metaphorical 
events measured and identified with the aid of person, space and 
time deixes are noticed and explained by linguists and 
philosophers (Fillmore 1977. Lyons 1997, Stalnaker 1972). 

Persons. objects. places and events are identified and 
named. The linguistic reflexes arc the nouns, noun phrases and 
their substitutes (i.e. pronouns. adverbs etc.). Identification 
involves two major steps: (i) Content-Description of the referent 
consisting of such features as number. gender. animacy. class. 
status etc .. and (ii) pointing its location in comparison with the 
deictic centre (person. place and time). The latter is the basis for 
deictic words and the former for the pragmatico-semantic 
information found in certain pronouns. Both the kinds (of 
infonnation) are lexicalized in the Dravidian demonstrative 
pronouns (e.g. Tamil ivan 'this male person', avan 'that male 
person') and only the former information is grammaticalizcd 
through verbal in flex ions (i.e.. agreement features. c[ 
Ramakrishna Reddy. 1991. 1992 and 2003 ). 

2.3 Deictic ,o;ystems 

Deixis is one of the referential categories that indicate the 
relevance of extralinguistic context of utterance in detennining 
the proper interpretation of linguistic elements. The 
extralinguistic context of situation may include such factors as 
the participants of a speech event (the speaker and addressee), 
and the spatia-temporal orientation of the speech act. Certain 
areas of linguistic structures. accordingly, depend on these 
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pragmatic clements of language use for their accurate semantic 
readi:1g(s). Dcictic systems of natural languages are, thus 
studied under the divisions of (i) person deixis (ii) place deixis 
(iii) time deix1s (iv) discourse deixis, and (v) social deixis 
(Ramakrishna Reddy, 1990). 

Person deixis is concemed with the interlocutors of speaker 
and addressee of a speech act and it is typically manifested in 
the first and second person pronouns, and the related lexical and 
grummatical structures. Spatial deixis deals with the location of 
an object (or person) relative to the location of the speaker 
and/or the addressee (i.e. location relative to that of the speech 
event). The combination or person and place deictics gives rise 
ro the spatial division as lexicalized in such linguisiic elements 
as demonstrative adjectives, locative adverbs, demonstrative 
pronouns and others (Ramakrishna Reddy, 2002). Temporal 
deixis refers to the location of an event in time relative to the 
time of speaking and it is represented by tense, time adverbials 
and other temporal expressions. Discourse or textual deixis deals 
with items that refer to a part or the ongoing conversation (or a 
written text) itself, and the notions of given and new; topic and 
comment seem to have a crucial role here. Sociocultural 
dimensions of social rank, age, and social status of the addressee 
or referent in relation to the speaker, colistitute as the bases of 
social dcictics, which can be gathered from the use of 
honori lit·s, vocatives, polite-pronouns, greetings and extended 
use of kin-terms. Any lexical choice from a given set of 
synonyms, automatically signals the social proximity or distance 
between the speaker and addressee or the referent. 

The evolution or emergence of deictic notions is based on 
the location of the speaker in a given speech act situation. Thus 
the speaker and his location (physical, temporal, real or 
imaginary) constitute the deictic centre of any context of 
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utterance. Of the five deictic systems introduced above, the 
nature and representation of the spatial deixis as in Dravidian 
demonstratives is explored briefly in the following paragraphs. 

Lexicalization and grammaticalization of pragmatics are 
best represented through the deictic expressions as manifested in 
lexical semantics, syntax and morphology. The interrelationship 
of these levels of linguistic analysis is further confirmed and 
reinforced by the spread of deixis across linguistic structures. 
Secondly within linguistics itself, deictic system overlaps the 
branches of psycholinguistics, sociolinguistics, anthropological 
linguistics, historical linguistics, comparative typology and areal 
linguistics, deserving analysis from the theoretical viewpoints of 
each. Thirdly, the phenomenon of deixis is an interdisciplinary 
subject drawing the attention/interest of philosophers, 
psychologists, social anthropologists, sociologists and scientists 
concerned with information technology, machine translation and 
artificial intelligence ( cf. Diesel, 1999; Segerdahl, 1996 
Levinson, 1983 and Lyons 1995). 

3. Lexicalisation of place dcixis 

The systems of demonstratives exhibit a rich variety of 
distinctions (Fillmore, 1982; Anderson and Keenan, 1985): The 
two-term systems of proximate versus distant wherein the entity 
close to/at the speaker and Jway from hirn/her, respectively are 
more frequent as in Telugu, Gondi, Modern Tamil, Modem 
Kannada, Malta, Kolami, Malayalam, Parji, Kot:~c;la, Gad11ba, 
Tulu, Toda, Kota and Koc;iagu. There are also languages with a 
three-tenn system of proximal, medial and distal, i.e. a two-way 
division of the non-proximate. The distinction between the two 
non-proximates emerges on the criterion of visibility. The Kondh 
Dravidian languages of Kui, Kuvi, Pengo, lndi-Awe and Manda 
reflect this distinction transparently e.g. i: 'proximate' u: 'distal-
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visible' and e: 'distal non-visible'. A three-way division is also 
reported for Old Tamil, Middle Kannada and Jaffna Tamil. The 
Laxmipur dialect of Kuvi is said to have a four-way division 
though the pragmatic distinction between the last two is yet to be 
established (Israel. 1979: 182). A five-term division is found in 
Kharia, a Munda language (Ramakrishna Reddy, 1990). 

Oeictic elements, just like nouns, are basically referring 
expressions, but the similarity ends there. Nouns identify the 
entities by naming them in an arbitrary fashion in a conventional 
way. whereas deictics (at least those of our concern) do this by 
pointing gesturally the location of the entities relative to the 
speaker. and then describing them (the entities) in terms of some 
qualitative or semantic information pertaining to the relevant 
entity under focus. There are several areas of lexical structure 
that recognise and represent the deictic distinctions as an 
integral part of their make-up (Ramakrishna Reddy, 2002). 

3./ Demonstrative adjectives 

While explicating the deictic systems in the preceding 
section, the nature and division of the demonstrative bases were 
provided in some detail. It suffices here to observe that these 
deictic elements act as attributes and appear before head nouns 
within a noun phrase, as can be seen from the following 
examples: (Note that 0 stands for distance from deictic centre: 
0 I proximate, 02 Remote/Remote visible, 03 Remote non
visiele and 04 far removed non-visible Remote). 

(I) Telugu 

Dl 

02 

i: abba:yi 'this boy' 
i: abba :yi lu ·these boys' 
a: ba:wi 'that well' 
a: ba:wulu 'those wells' 
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(2) Manda 

01 i: marke 'these trees' 
02 u: putke 'those birds' 
03 e: IW"_Vll 'that village' 

(3) Kuvi 
Dl i: r;Jo:la 'this boy' 
02 e: r;Jo:la 'that boy' 
03 lm: r;io: Ia 'that boy' 
04 he: r;io: Ia 'that boy 

, 

It may be pointed out here that none of the languages of our 
enquiry exhibits any concord between the deictic attribute and 
the head of the Noun Phrase. Attribute does not mark even the 
number agreement as noticed in English (this boy: these boys) 
and Hindi (yah larka: ye Iarke) 

3.2 Demonstrative adverhs 

The recognition and division of' the degrees of' distance is 
transparently ret1ected in the locative adverbs as they indicate 
the spatial distinctions relative to the location of the speaker in a 
speech event. Here the deictic bases (enumerated above) 
combine with a semantic element denoting the sense of 'place' 
and the product of this combination is a demonstrative adverb. 
The locative adverbs with different deictic systems can be 
represented as in ( 4) 

(4) Kuvi Manda Telugu 

01 imba?a i:ha ikkalja 

02 emba?a u:ha akkalja 

03 humha?a c:ha 
04 hemha?ii 
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In these examples each item clearly denotes the division of 
space with the deictic element (i:, u:, e:) and the descriptive 
label for place (mha?ii in Kuvi, ha in Manda and kar;ta in Telugu, 
the order being deictic element+ descriptive element. 

A similar strategy of encapsulating different types of 
information into a lexical item is adopted in the fonnation of 
other adverbs as well, as illustrated from Telugu in (5) 

(5) Description Location 

Dl 02 
Time ippur;tu appur;tu 
Direction itu ntu 
Manner i.t/alila: at/ala/a: 
Side iwatala awatala 
Quantity 

(-countable) in/a ant a 
( -rcountable) inni anni 

Human (plural) indaru andaru 
Reason induku anduku 

The items listed as adverbs are of heterogeneous nature in that 
their reference ranges ti·om concrete (physical) features like 
direction to abstract qualities like manner or reason. But the 
incorporation of spatial demonstrative into their lexical 
formation is the point under focus. 

3.3 Demonstrative pronouns 

The pronominal system in Dravidian languages can fruitfully 
be divided into participant and non-participant pronouns, the 
former standing for the first and second persons and the latter for 
the rest. The non-participant pronouns are conventionally tenned 
as third person pronouns. But Dravidian does not have any 
unmarked, typical third person pronoun equivalent to the English 
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he, she, it or they. What we do come across in these languages 
(under the so-called third person pronouns) arc the demonstrative 
pronouns that encapsulate several semantic features into their 
lexical composition. The semantico-pragmatic information that is 
lexicalised in the demonstrative pronouns is anchored on the 
following two parameters of: 

( 6) ( i) Referential or Locational inlormation or 
Distance indicator 

(ii) Qualitative or Descriptive or Grammatical 
infonnation 

The system and distinctions involved in the parameter of 
locational or deictic infonnation are the same as indicated 
above. There is hardly any variation within a given language 
regarding the function and use of a recognised deictic feature, 
whereas variation in semantic information across the languages 
is quite common. 

There is a rich variety of descriptive information that is 
encoded into the lexical structure of demonstrative pronouns 
under study. The recognizable salient semanticosyntactic features 
include number, gender, animacy, and human among others. 
Languages do differ from each other in the selection of a 
particular list of features for lexicalization, but there seems to be 
an implicational hierarchy in the incorporation, for example if a 
language encapsulates gender/animacy in its structure, we can 
predict that it might have incorporated the number as well. The 
process of lexicalization involves the selection of particular 
feature(s) from each of the two parameters and their combination. 
In other words, the demonstrative pronouns. each one of them 
encapsulates the deictic as well as the descriptive infonnation into 
its lexical stmcture, as represented in the following paradigm. 
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(7) Manda demonstrative pronouns 

t;cndcr Number Proximal Oistal visible Distal non-,·isiblc 

Masculine Sg. ivan uvan evan 
Pl. /\'(//' /I VOl' c>var 

Feminine Sg. ide/ II del c>de/ 
Pl. ivahi!J /IVahiiJ evahi!J 

Neuter Sg. i:d /l:d c>:d 
Pl. /."1' II: 1' e.T 

Apart from person, number and gender the grammatical 
dimension (in conjunction with locative adjective) indicates the 
distinctions of time, manner. direction, reason. quantification. 
countability and animacy. Syntactically these demonstrative 
pronouns represent Noun Phrases with a structure consisting of 
Modifier .; Noun, which in turn derives hom an underlying 
relative clause consisting of Place adverb + Existential verb + 
Relative marker..,. Head Noun. 

(Xa) adi 'that object· 
(8b) a: pustakam 'that book' 
(8c) akka9a unno pmtakmn 

Place Adv ExistV+Re. Noun 

(8a) is derived from (8c) by the application of deletion and 
pronominal isation trans formations. 

A comparison of demonstratives in Telugu. Manda and Kuvi 
with that of English and/or Hindi suggests some interesting 
points, such as 

(a) All languages divide the space into twn or more than a 
two-tenn system. They do differ on the number of the 
degrees of distance recognised. 
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(h) English and Hindi do not differentiate (lexically) 
bet ween adject ivai demonstrati vcs and the pronomi n<:l 
demonstratives which two arc distinguished in Dravidian 
languages that we arc concerned with. 

(c) Number and/ or gender agreement within a Noun Phrase 
between determiner-deictic and the head noun is found 
in English and Hindi, but not in Dravidian. 

(d) Demonstrative pronouns in Manda, Telugu and other 
Dravidian languages lexicalisc a rich variety of semantic 
infonnation pertaining to the referent (noun); which is 
lacking in English and Hindi. But note that English 
compensates it by having a separate set of the third 
person pronouns distinct fl·orn demonstratives and llindi 
does it through its verbal and adjectival concord and 
other morphological devices. 

(e) lnspite of the multitude of deictics in Kuvi, Manda etc .. 
there is a set of unmarked forms in each. and it is this 
member which is preferred in a neutral situation such as 
for use as an anaphora. In a discourse context it is the 
remotest demonstrative which is used fi)r backward 
reference, for example Manda uses forms like e:van. 
e:di etc., this context. 

4. Summary and desideratum 

A description of demonstratives as recognized in the lexical 
system of certain Dravidian languages has been attempted here. 
The description demands that the data deserve to be interpreted 
tl·om several levels of linguistic analysis compnsmg 
morphology. syntax. lexical semantics, and pragmatics. Thus 
deixis turns out to be a phenomenon relevant to more than one 
area of linguistics and any analysis of any language can ill 
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afford to ignore its importance. Especially the relevance of 
deixis and speech act theory for linguistic analysis suggests the 
need to interpret language structure ti·om the viewpoint of 
pragmatics. Any study of languages - be it descriptive, 
typological or comparative, will have to accommodate the facts, 
problems and solutions detailed here at some length. 

The loregeing investigation has brought out the processes of 
lcxicalization of place deixis through such categories as 
adjectives, demonstratives and locative adverbs. However, the 
reflection of spatial deixis in the verb roots equivalent to such 
verbs as 'come, go, bring, take' etc, is ten out for future study. 
The syntactic processes under investigation, transparently 
exhibit, on the one hand the centrality of pm1icipant deixis, and 
on the other the unification of the speaker and addn:ssee as a 
single unit in the pragmatico-scmantic structure of the 
languages. Thus the Dravidian languages preserve much in their 
lexicon and grammar for the speech act theory and pragmatics, 
which theories are much debated in the works on philosophy of 
language, especially by philosophers ( cf. Searle, 1969; 
Stalnaker. 1972; Mey, 1994; and Martinich, 1997). 
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THE NOTION OFT AMIL DEVELOPMENT IN 
PONDICHERRY: THEORY AND PRACTICE 

L. Ramamoorthy 

0. An event 

On May 200 I, the Government of Pondicherry witnessed a 
mild protest by a group of Tamil scholars in the name of Tamil 
development. The group walked through the streets of 
Pondicherry to surrender to the Government, the awards viz .. 
Tamil Ma:mani and Putuvaik kalai Ma:mani. The awards were 
given to the Tamil scholars by the Government in appreciation 
of their contribution to Tamil language and literature on the 26111 

February 200 I for the year 1999-2000. The same group of 
scholars had earlier pleaded with the Government to institute 
such awards to be distributed to the scholars who excelled in the 
fields of literature, art, dance, etc. Even then. two scholars have 
surrendered the awards while the others kept them. The reason 
cited by them for returning the awards is that the employees of 
the Government arc not putting their signature in Tamil. The 
Government of Pondicherry had issued orders in this regard as 
early as 1997, advising all the employees of Pondicheny 
Government to put their signature in Tamil in all oftieial 
correspondences. The scholars have blamed the Government 
and the officials for not implementing the order sincerely. Even 
though the Government has issued and circulated the order twict: 
it could not ensure the desired effort. From the point of view of 
these scholars, this particular act made them to think that the 
Government is considering Tamil as an unsuitable language 
even for signature purpose. The scholars are none other than the 
active members of the Action Committee for Tamil 
Development (ACTO). What is the role of Tamil signatures in 
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the development of Tamil? In this context, this paper tries to 
analyse this issue in the light of language planning theories and 
the actual policies of the Government. 

I. Notion of Tamil development 

The notion to Tamil development from the point of view of 
ACTO is to be analyzed since they are active members of 
language development. The notion of Tamil development in 
Pondicherry can be gathered from the activities ofTamil groups; 
and journals, books etc. they publish. There are two monthly 
magazines viz. teli Tamil and Veliwn tu:ya Tamil which have 
been exclusively published for Tamil development in 
Pondicheny for the last ten years. The journal tel rami/ reflects 
the attitudes of the ACTO scholars. A few lines of a poem ofthe 
great poet of Pondicherry, Bharathidasan 's is taken as a motto of 
their journal. The lines go like this 

keTal enke tamiLin nalam ankellam 
talaiyiTTuk kiLarcci eeyka 

"Wherever the welfare of Tamil/Tamils IS affected and 
interfered, Protest against it" 

Hence, they orient their activities towards conducting protest 
meetings for development of Tamil. giving advice to the 
Government in the form of demands, conducting regular literary 
meetings, organizing rallies both in urban and rural areas to 
create awareness about Tamil development etc. 

The contents of the Journals also clearly indicate their 
notion and ideologies with respect to Tamil development. From 
the contents, it is inferred that the teli Tamil emphasizes the 
preservation of traditional grammar, music etc., writing Tamil 
without spelling and sandhi mistakes, avoidance of loan words, 
criticism/appreciation of the activities of the Government, other 
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institutions, and other activities related to Tamil culture etc. The 
articles in this Journal are selected by giving. preference to Tamil 
grammar, Tamil music, etc. 

The contents of the velium tu:ya Tamil are slightly different 
from teli Tamil. It publishes creative writings, which are written 
in pure Tamil. It follows the tradition of Pa:vanar, a Tamil 
purist in the coinage of technical tenns. It publishes pure Tamil 
equivalents for English and other loan words. Both the 
magazines emphasise purism in language and keeping Tamil 
tradition in tact in grammar, music, spelling, etc. This is due to 
the devotional attitude of the people towards Tamil. which is 
explained in the last section of this paper. 

2. Ideologies of the ACTO 

Before analyzing the policies of ACTO, we may look at the 
types of language planning. There are two types of language 
planning viz. status planning and corpus planning, based on 
function and structure of the language. 

Status planning or allocation of language use (Haugen 
1983) for specific functions is the first type of language 
planning carried out by the national policy making body of a 
country. This type of planning is always associated with 
language policies. Language planners refer to this type of 
planning as 'decision making'. Language policies of a nation 
with reference to the question of official language, medium of 
instruction, language of mass media, language of judiciary, etc., 
come under this type. 

The second type of planning viz., corpus planning is the one 
connected with language materials, which have to be developed 
according to the language policies of the concerned nation. 
Corpus of a language (from sound to sentence) undergoes 
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changes in order to make the language materials simple, 
etlective and efficient in communication. 

As for the Pondicherry situatio11 is concerned, the ACTO 
group suggests certain policies both at status and corpus levels. 
These policies are given to the Govemment in the form of 
demands to develop Tamil. Since it is not a Govemment 
authorized body, the active members could only put forward 
their demands with regard to Tamil. The consolidation of those 
demands given to the Government since 1996 clearly portrays 
their policies with regard to status and corpus levels. Their 
notion of Tamil development is categorized under four areas of 
language use as follows. 

2.1 Use of Tamil in administration 

I) Implementation of official language Act 1965 
2) To activate the Tamil development wing 
3) To make Tamil proficiency and Tamil typing as 

~ompulsory qualification for government jobs. 
4) Publication of administrative/legal glossaries 
5) Teaching ofTamil to non-Tamil officials 
6) Giving training to Government officials m Tamil 

administration. 
7) Non-Tamil IAS/1 PS officials should not be employed in 

Pondicherry. 

2.2 U!i·e of Tamil in education 

I) Compulsory Tamil medium education upto V Standard 
English be introduced from VI standard onwards as 
second language. 

2) All English medium schools should be converted into 
Tamil school by a single order. 

3) Tamil should be used from pre-KG to postgraduate level. 
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4) Even higher education and professional courses be in Tamil. 
5) To cancel the recognition of the schools which do not 

follow Tamil medium or Tamil as a language. 
6) Reservation of seats tor Tamil medium students in 

professional courses and bonus marks to the Tamil 
medium students in the competition. 

7) Joint entrance test tor professional courses be in 
Tamii!Malayalam/Telugu 

8) The existing status that a child can complete its school 
education without studying Tamil should be changed. 

2.3 Use of Tamil in public domains 

I) Name boards of all Govt/private establishments be in Tamil 
2) The name puduceeri should be used instead ofPondicherry. 
3) Personal names should be in Tamil 
4) Use ofTamilnumcrals and Tamil calendar. 
5) Registration of all vehicles be in Tamil 
6) Tamil should be the languages of temple i.e. religious domain 
7) Use of other languages like Sanskrit in the private 

marriage functions should be banned 
8) Sanskrit should not be taught in Govt. institution. 

2.4 Other acth,ities lo develop Tamil 

I) All Govt. officials should put their signature in Tamil. 
2) Preference should be given to Tamil medium candidates 

in Govt. jbbs. 
3) Books written in Tamil should be purchased by allowing 

15% discount instead of 25% as that of English and the 
number of copies purchased be enhanced. 

4) One among the Tamil scholars be nominated to 
legislature (MLA) 

5) Govt. should listen to the advice of Tamil scholars m 
solving language related problems. 
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6) Names of Tamil teachers should be on the top of the 
attendance Register maintained in schools. 

7) To award titles like /ami/ ma:mani and putuvaik 
kalaina:mani to the reputed Tamil scholars 

!:q To award prizes to best Tamil books 
9) To institute awards in the name of reputed Tamil 

scholars like Thin1val/uvar, Pa:vendar, etc. 
1 0) To declare Thimkkural as the national book of Jndia. 
11) To release a postal stamp in honour of Bharathidasan. 
12) To award scholarship to Tamil scholars. 

One of the demands of the Tamil scholars was that the Govt. 
should listen to their advice in Tamil development matters. The 
Govt. irrespective of the political parties, from time to time 
implement certain language rciated progranunes in consultation 
with these scholars. 

3. Language situation in Pondicherry and actual language 
policies 

The Union Territmy of Pondicherry has a very interesting 
language composition. This is primarily due to the scattered 
location ofthe regions in three different linguistic areas. The Union 
Territory of Pondicherry comprises four regions viz. Pondicherry, 
Karaikal, Mahe and Yanam. Yanam is adjacent to Andhapradesh 
where Telugu is the dominant language. Mahe, where Malayalam 
is the dominant language is adjacent to Kerala. Pondicherry and 
Karaikal are regions linguistically encompassed by Tamil nadu 
where Tamil is the major language. In addition to these three 
languages, several other Jndian and foreign languages are spoken 
in this territory. The language situation in Pondicherry is a peculiar 
one since 55 different languages have been attested as mother 
tongues of the people according to 1961 census. 
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3.1 Language policy in Pondicherry 

Generally speaking, the formulation of the official language 
policy in Pondicherry takes these factors into consideration. 
Three languages are used for official purposes viz. TamiL 
Telugu and Malayalam. However, English and French are also 
recognized for official purposes as per the official language 
policy. The official language policy of the Union Territory states 
that the Tamil language should be used for all or any of the 
official purposes. In case of Mahe and Yanam, Malayalam and 
Telugu may be respectively used for official purpose. The 
English language may also be used for all or any of the official 
purposes. The French language shall remain the official 
language of the establishments so long as the elected 
representatives of the people shall not decide otherwise (ACT 
28, Gazetteer, Pondicherry Vol. I P.II). 

3.2 Language education policy in Pondicherry: A dual policy 

Even though the Union Territory has an official language 
policy, it did not have any specific education policy of its own. 
Due to geographical discontinuity of the areas that constitute the 
Union Territory, the Territory adopts the policies of the adjacent 
major states as its own. When it comes to school education, the 
area that lies closer to the major linguistic state adopts the 
educational policy of the adjoining state. For example, the area 
of Pondicherry and Karaikal, which lie close to Tamil Nadu and 
wherein Tamil is the dominant language, the educational policy 
of the state of Tamil Nadu is closely adopted. Mahe, which is 
close to the state of Kerala, adopts the educational policy of the 
state of Kerala, whereas the Yanam area adopts the policy 
followed in Andhra Pradesh. Public examinations for various 
stages of schooling are also conducted by these states for the 
students of Pondicherry. 
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Hence, Pondicherry Union Territory has two different 
policies with respect to language education. 

I) Three-language fonnula as adopted in Kerala and Andhra 
Pradesh for Mahe and Yanam regions respectively. 

2) Two-language formula in Pondicherry and Karaikal as 
adopted by Tamilnadu. 

4. Government programmes with reference to language 
development 

The Pondicheny Government is implementing so many 
progranunes in the name of Tamil development and culture 
through various departments. The Government issued order to 
keep name boards in Tamil as early as 1977. It also established 
the Tamil development wing during 1990. The fo''owing 
programs of the Government illustrate the status of Tamil 
development in Pondicherry. 

, Awarding grants-in-aid to publish creative literature and 
research publications to the natives of Pondicherry . 

., Awarding granb-in-aid to troupes of drama, dance for 
enacting social reformative plays. 

r Awarding grants-in-aid to voluntary agencies for conducting 
literary events, conferences, literary shows etc. 

, Instituted research fellowship in the names of Bharathiyar, 
Bharathidasan and Savarirayalu Naicker. 

, Instituted literary award in the name of Kamban for best 
poems, short stories, drama and articles. 

, Instituted an award in the name of Nehru for best children 
literature. 
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, Instituted cash awards and titles putuvaik kalai ma:maNi for 
the scholars who excelled in the fields or literature, mustc, 
prose, dance and <Jrt. 

', Instituted medals and cash award to the senior scholars of 
literature for the languages Telugu and Malayalam, The 
titles viz., Tamil ma:maNi, Telugu ratna and malayala 
Raina respectively are being given. 

, Granting pensions to the age-old indigenous scholars. 

-., Organizing events like literary meet, music & drama festivals 
to commemorate the birth and death anniversaries of the great 
personalities like Bharathiyar, Sankara doss Swamikal. 

';r Organizing cultural events like Tamil music festival. dance 
festivals. cil!iraikkalai l'ila. Pongal Ka!aivila in four regions 
of Pondicherry. 

,. Organize classical and folk festivals for youth. 

Apart from these, the Government of Pondicherry has issued 
orders with respect to the use of Tamil for signing in official 
matters. It also initiated steps to implement compulsory Tamil 
medium education upto V standard. The following academic 
programmes are also implemented through various depru1ments: 

I) Conducting of All India seminars on national integration 
and multilingualism with special reference to literature. 

2) Publishing glossary of technical terms of education 
department. 

; Teaching Tamil to non-Tamil Government officials 

-,. Published translation of best literary poems of the 
poets belonging to Pondicherry into English 
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Published the Private diaries of Sri Ananda 
Rangappa Pillai 

The whole activities of the Government with respect to 
Tamil development shall be categorized as to encourage the 
scholars. Tamil tradition and to entertaining the public. 

5. Modernization of Tamil- The need of the hour 

A close examination of the actual practices of the 
government in the light of language development theories will 
show the validity of the activities with regard development of 
Tamil. Any planning with respect to languages can be done either 
by the Government or by Govemment authorized individuals 
/groups. Weinstien (1980:50) defines languages planning as the 
Government authorized, long tenn, sustained and conscious 
efforts to alter the language's function in a society for solving 
communication problems. Taking suitable policy decisions and 
proper implementation techniques solves the problems with 
respect to language's function and fonns. In the case of Tamil, the 
planning efforts have to be directed towards modemizing Tamil 
suitable for expressing the modem concepts, while functioning in 
the new domains. Modernization of Tamil means attaining inter
translatability with '"languages of industrialized countries by 
developing new vocabulary for new areas of knowledge and new 
styles and registers (Ferguson 1968). Hence introduction of Tamil 
in the new domains of activity and creation of technical terms, 
registers are some aspects of modernizing efforts, which are 
consciously planned. Whether the existing developmental 
programmes of the Government are directed in this direction 
remains doubtful. A study of the Government policies and the 
demands put forwarded by the Tamil scholars clearly reveals that 
the policies are framed in accordance with the demands of the 
scholars. 
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Further these programs can be analyzed under the light me 
of two theories viz. theory of instrumentalism <tm.l 
sociolinguistic theory. The theory of instrumentalism treats 
language as a tool or instrument. which implies that it can be 
evaluated, regulated and improved and even new languages can 
be created. In this theory the linguistic features are evaluated 
from the point of view of economy, objectivity. clarity, elasticity 
etc. Modernization of languages conceives language as a tool for 
progress and hence script reforms, relaxation of spelling rules, 
simplification of sandhi and syntax. bridging the gap between 
speaking and writing. rh!W vocabulary and writing in science, 
new fonns of communication like letters, news papers, 
magazines etc are emphasized. But the activities of the Tamil 
scholars are not in this direction. They stick on to traditional 
grammar and rigid spelling and sandhi rules. Modernization 
exploits the dialectal sources for coining technical terms, which 
are strictly prohibited in the name of purism by the scholars. 

6. Non-literary development 

From the Tamil development programmes adopted by the 
Government and suggested in the writings of the Tamil scholar, we 
could notice that the emphasis is on the literature, and literary 
aspects of Tamil. This reveals the tl1ct that they equivatcd literary 
development with the language development. In fact. literary 
development is one aspect of language development. The real 
language development lies on the non-literary development as well. 
Creation of encyclopedias, compilation of dictionaries, translation 
of materials from other sources, creation of textbooks tor all 
subjects, fonn major part of language development. These scholars 
not at all envisage these aspects. They give importance to Tamil 
tradition, grammar. music, and purism. In this era of globalization 
and free trade explosion, Tamil has a vital role to play. Tamil 
should be developed in such a way to suit these global forc~s. 
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Development of Tamil should not he a uni-directional as the 
scholars emphasized, but it should be a multifaceted e1Tort. 

In the sociolinguistic theOl)' of language development, social 
aspects of language development are given importance apart from 
the technical aspect. In this theory languages arc considered as 
symbolic system. Most of the activities of the Government of 
Pondichetl)' are of sociolinguistic is nature. It, created lot of 
schemes for Tamil welfare and organized festivals to maintain the 
cultural tradition. These activities of the Tamil scholars with 
respect to Tamil development can be considered as an etTort of 
ethinisization as Annamalai (200 I) calls it. He states that the effotts 
of ethinisization looked Tamil as a symbol for distinctiveness and 
mobilization and it focused on continuity \vith past with little 
changes as necessary, resisting and removing the influence of other 
languages as well as spoken Tamil in the forms of the written 
Tamil, promotion of past literature through publication and 
political protection for the interests of Tamil language. Scholars. 
agenda for Tamil development falls within the effmts of 
ethnisization. We could find the trace of this ethnisization in the 
attitudes of people that have been mntured for many decades. 

7. Attitudes towards Tamil 

enik{tl uTa/ poruL aavi yellamn - enkal 
inpallamil moLike tamvoom 

- Bharathidasan 
'Our body, Wealth our vet)' breath 
We will surrender to our sweet Tamil.' 
uyir tamiLukku. uTalmaNNuklw. 
'Life to Tamil and body to earth' 

The above rhetoric of mid-twentieth centUI)' is an eloquent 
testimony for the attitudes of Tamils towards their mother 
tongue. Every speech community has certain attitudes towards 
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their language, which need not be similar. There were also some 
folk attitudes like what do people think about their ow-n 
language and others. But the attitudes of 'sacrificing all'. ti.lr the 
sake of Tamil is peculiar and unique. Further, the attitudes of 
Tamils towards their mother tongue differ largely if one 
compares the attitudes of the other language speaker like 
Malayalam and Telugu towards their mother tongue from the 
point of view of language development also. 

The devotional attitude of Tamils towards their mother 
tongue is not a sudden phenomenon. It has its deep roots at 
social, political, historical and cultural levels, which should be 
ascertained from the beginning of the 20111 century. It is a type of 
'linguistic culture' as Schiffinan ( 1996) states. which contains 
the existence of earliest records about languages, myths. 
a'ttitudes and elaborate cultural luggage's about language. The 
linguistic culture of Tamils had been nurtured on the following 
points: 

I. The maJor starting point is the propagation of the 
discovery of uniqueness of Tamil by European 
missionaries. There was a belief among the people that. 
Tamil was derived ti·01n Sanskrit, which was 
convincingly disproved by Robert Caldwell. Taking 
clues from his writings, Tamil pride was buill up by 
creating myths in terms of origin and divinity as equal to 
that of Sanskrit. 

2. The knowledge of existence of unique literary tradition 
such as Sangam literature dating from Ancient Period 
and independent grammar viz, Tolkappiyam inculcated a 
sense of pride and selt:.consciousness among Tamils, 
which are absent in other languages of this tiunily. For 
this, the Tamil community owed much to the untired 
hard work of U. Ve.Cuvaminatha lyyar. 
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3. The pnntmg and publication of ancient Tamil literary 
works and writings of the scholars helped large section 
of the people to know about their literary tradition. 

4. The establishment of pure Tamil movement by 
Maraimalai Adigal and the political support it gained, 
created awareness about the social inequalities and the 
growth of influence of Sanskrit on Tamil. 

Thus. Tamil has been transferred into an object of devotion 
in the course of social mobilization and political empowerment 
or its people. 

8. Conclusion 

With these theoretical and practical aspects of Tamil 
developr.1ent, if we analyze the protest of the Tamil scholars in 
the signature issue, it may look trivial. But it has a deeper 
consequences and connotation. Tamil signatures are symbolic 
identification of Tamil use in administration. Showing 
allegiance to Tamil is the duty of every ofticial since it is the 
official language of the State. Using of Tamil for signature 
purpose should come automatically not by force like 
Government orders. This type of spontaneity will come ifTamil 
is developed through the partiCipation or the people. 
Estnblishment of many welfare schemes by the Government 
may develop a kind of dependence on the government. Making 
Tamil as a resource for economic moblilization alone develop a 
sense of positive attitude and identification with Tamil. To 
achieve this, multifaceted development of the Tamil by the 
participation of people with the government support is 
necessary. 
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THE PRONUNCIATION OF /th/IN TELUGU: A 
QUANTITATIVE STUDY* 

K. Ramcsh Kumar 

I. Introduction 

ln sociolinguistics we study the co-variation of language and 
social features for understanding the nature of language and its 
role in society. As speakers of language we have the facility to 
say the same thing in difTen.:nt ways. For example. I may say in 
Telugu nenu caduvutrmniinu, caduvutiinr;iilnu. caduvutunna. 
saduvutwmiinu. saduvutii!n){mu. saduvutunna. 'I am reading' 
depending upon the social context and to whom l am speaking. 
Speakers of the Tclugu language who usc similar dialect forms 
share the same dialect ofTelugu. 

In any language. there is bound to be such variation. Even in 
monolingual speech communities variation is noticeable. Research 
on urban social dialects in the English speaking countries and studies 
on social dialects in Indian languages both show this evidence. It is 
generally agreed upon thm social class diiTercm:es correlate with 
linguistic differences but the social groupings arc less well 
established. In some societies like ours due to caste dillerences. there 
might be differences in the speech as well. Ciumperz's (195X) 
linguistic study of Khalapur village in India demonstrat~.:s the upper 
caste and lower caste differences in their speech. 

In other societies social class differences may be more t1uid. 
Their class may be viewed on a continuous scale with social 
distance between individuals measured by ractors like level of 
~.:ducation. occupation. income and residence. "In any language if 

' An earlier version or this papl'r was prcsenteJ at the Nin('fef!lllh South Asian 
Languages Ana~rsis- Nound Tahlc. I X-20 July llJ9X. Uni,·crsity or York. York. 
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there is co-distribution covariance with social status then it may 
be referred to as 'socially diagnostic'. In terms of social 
significance, these features may carry social prestige or they may 
be stigmatised. Socially prestigious features are adopted by high 
status groups as indicators of social status while stigmatised 
features are associated with low status groups," (Bright, 1992: 5). 
From these points we can say that the presence of aspirated 
consonants in Telugu is a prestigious feature whereas its absence 
is considered as substandard. These social values reflect the 
attitudes of members of our society. The above social markers 
have a regular effect on a listener's judgement of a speaker's 
social status. The speaker's social status thus caQ be judged based 
on the social markers, which are present in his speech. But these 
social markers may not be present when he is conscious of his 
speech. Therefore, depending upon the formality of the situation 
speakers modify their speech. This type of style difference often 
co-varies with social class differences. 

For the first time, Labov introduced a systematic 
methodology for investigating New York City social dialects 
( 1966). Since then an enormous research has been done in this 
field. Labov, to study the linguistic variables, selected features, 
which could be easily quantified. He considered phonological 
variables such as postvocalic /r/, which was, either present or 
absent. This was one of the first features to be studied in detail by 
Labov and other sociolinguists. Traditional dialectologists 
generally select Rural, Old, Male, and Uneducated informants, 
whereas Labov carried out tape-recorded interviews with 103 
randomly selected informants as representatives of the various 
social classes. He has shown that the fluctuations in the use of 
postvocalic /r/ in New York City can be explained through certain 
social factors and it was not free variation. Based on his research, 
Labov developed the concept of a socilinguistic variable. (i.e. the 
linguistic variants correlating with social variants). 
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A variable is an item, which varies under test conditions. 
Therefore, a social variable refers to the behavioural factors that 
may be isolated to correlate with linguistic diversity. (Wolfram 
and Fasolk, 1974:73). The factors such as age, sex, style, 
religion, caste, income, etc., which reflect the social background 
of the informants are social variables, whereas a linguistic 
variable is an element which is known in advance to have 
different manifestations. For example, one word may have more 
than one pronunciation i.e. kathalkadhalkada/kata 'story'. The 
intervocalic sound in these examples may be called the linguistic 
variable (th) with its four variants [th], [dh], [d], [t]. / 

The amount of variation in a language may differ form time 
to time and it continuously shits its social and linguistic position. 
Weinreich (1968) referred to this as the embedding problem, i.e. 
the acquisition of how variability and change are embedded in a 
social and linguistic matrix. 

One of the effects of contact between standard and non
standard varieties is the spread of obligatory rules downward 
from styles, until they become more frequent in casual style. 
Formal style has been found to be the point for the introduction 
of new prestigious phonological fonns. 

In this context, the present paper aims to explore the 
connection between social and stylistic variation in Telugu. In 
Dravidian languages, aspirated consonant phonemes are not a 
native phenomenon. This feature is borrowed into Dravidian 
languages •from Sanskrit through vocabulary. As a result, in 
standard Telugu the aspirated consonants are phonemes 1• 

Standard Telugu has certain phonological, morphological and 
syntactic features. Nagamma Reddy (1982) states that the 

1 The educated speech variety of Krishna, Guntur, East Godavari and West 
Godavari, (A.P.) is considered standard Telugu. 
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"aspirated phonemes in Telugu could be treated as marginal 
phonemes since they vary freely with the un-aspirated ones and in 
addition, occur only in the borrowed words of certain styles of 
speech". The survey of occupational vocabulary and other studies 
on Telugu dialects do not any difference between aspirated and 
unaspirated in the speech of illiterates. Krishnamurti ( 1957: 179) 
points out that even in the educated speech aspiration is not 
consistently maintained i.e., the aspirated and un-aspirated stops 
freely alternate with difference in style, emphasis, tempo, etc., 
Sastry ( 1994) mentions that the educated Brahmin speakers have 
aspirated consonants in their phonological system both in fonnal 
and informal styles, whereas educated non-Brahmins have it only 
in fonnal style of speech. Therefore from this it is clear as 
Nagamma Reddy stated further that there are two types of 
alternations: (l) The phonologically aspirated consonants being 
re.placed freely by corresponding un-aspirated stops and (2) The 
phonologically un-aspirated consonants aspirated, when the 
syllable containing a stop is stressed or the word in question is 
emphasized e.g. phedda 'very big'. 

This paper focuses on the first point to study the free variation 
of voiceless aspirated dental plosive [th] in the speech ofTelangana 
students in different styles of speech namely, spontaneous, careful, 
pairs and casual styles of speech. The linguistic variable (th) even 

though written as Q in Telugu, its phonemic status is marginal. 

Some linguists who worked on Telugu language gave a phonemic 
status in their phonemic inventory. For example, Krishnamurti 
(1962 & 1977), Sjoberg (1962), Lisker (1963), Nagamma Reddy 
(1981 ), Jagannath (1981 ), Kelley (1959 & 1963), Sastry (1972 & 
1978), Mahadeva Sastry ( 1985). Krishnamurti ( 1957) did not treat 
it as a separate phoneme. 
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Form these studies, it is evident that the aspirated /th/ is a 
marginal phoneme in Telugu. In standard Telugu, it occurs only 
in clusters like samstha 'institution', sthalam 'place'. This has a 
free variant [dh] in word medial position therefore Krishnamurti 
( 1957) treats [th] as an allophone of /dh/. In the Telangana 
dialect of Telugu this linguistic variable (th) is in free variation 
with the following four variants: (th)-·1 = [th], (th}-2 = [dh] 
(th)-3 = [d], (th)-4 = [t]. The study intends to find out whether 
the students are sensitive to the standard form or not and also 
tries to find out patterns if any for making certain conclusions 
based on the Labovian methodology. The null hypothesis is that 
caste docs not play a significant role in educated speech. 

2. Methodology 

2.1 Selection of informants 

A representative sample of 150 informants belonging to 
four caste groups on a random sample method was selected. 
They are all students belonging to Telangana region (i.e. the I 0 
Telangana districts namely: Karimnagar, Adilabad, Khammam, 
Medak, Warangal, Nalgonda, Nizamabad, Ranga Reddy, 
Hyderabad and Mahaboobnagar in Andhra Pradesh). All of them 
are post-graduate students studying different courses in the 
Osrnania University. The informants drawn from the three main 
caste groups (namely Forward Caste, Backward Caste and 
Scheduled Caste) were as follows: 20 males and 10 females 
from Brahmin caste (Priestly class. FC I); 20 Males and 20 
Females from each of the three caste groups. Forward Castes 
(FC 2 i.e. Reddys (Landlords), Vaisyas (Marchants), Velamas 
etc.), Backward Castes (BC Wadla (Carpenters), Goud (Toddy 
Tappers), Mangali (Barbers), Chakali (Washermen), etc.,) and 
Scheduled Castes (SC Harijans, ·Leather workers and shoe 
makers' etc.) Based on the socio-economic factors of the 
different castes the Andhra Pradesh Government has classified 
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these groups. The informants were drawn from those classified 
lists. The students selected were in the income range of 
Rs.12,000 to 18,000 per annum. 

A few lines must be mentioned here about the caste system 
prevalent in Indian society. In our society an individual belongs 
to a particular caste based on his birth: therefore, he cannot 
move from one caste to another. Apart from this even to this day 
in rural areas there are certain restrictions with regard to 
marriage, interdining, drinking etc., between the castes. These 
rules and regulations determine the social relations and social 
hierarchy ~d they are also reflected in the language they use. 

2.2 Preparation of questionnaire 

A questionnaire containing the aspirated stop consonant [th] 
in Telugu was prepared with the test words for data elicitation. 
With the help of pictorial stimuli the spontaneous responses of 
the pronunciation of the word ratham 'chariot' was elicited. 
After the informant's first response as if I haven't heard the 
pronunciation properly, I made the informant to repeat the word. 
The main intention was to examine if there is any self-correction 
or not among the selected group of speakers. This resulted in the 
careful pronunciation of the test word. A pair of words 
containing aspirated and unaspirated [th]/[t] consonants written 
in Telugu were given to the students and they were asked to read 
those words. The test words given were sapatham 'an oath of 
perseverance' satam 'one hundred'. A five minute conversation 
on topics related to movies, daily activities and incidents were 
asked and in between the test word katha 'story' containing the 
aspirated sound [th] was elicited in order to see whether there is 
any variation in the pronunciation or not. A small passage 
containing words with aspirated consonants was given for 
reading. In the passage the test word rat ham 'chariot' was used 
for eliciting the pronunciation of the aspirated consonant [th]. 
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The data so collected was coded and entered into the 
computer in d-base package. An SPSS package was used for 
statistical analysis the chi-square test method was applied for 
finding out the significance of the linguistic variable (th) for 
social variable caste. 

As already mentioned, the linguistic variable (th) in the 
Telangana dialect of Telugu is being realised in four different 
forms. They are given ranks as follows based oq the prestige 
they have in the society. 

(th)- 1=[th] Voiceless aspirated dental plosive 
(th)- 2=[dh] Voiced aspirated dental plosive 
(th)- 3=[d] Voiced un-aspirated dental plosive 
(th)- 4=[t] Voiceless un-aspirated dental plosive 

The actual frequencies of each variant for each group were 
counted and they were multiplied by the respective variant rank 
order and added. The total so obtained was then divided by the 
number of instances of (th) variable. This result gave the index 
of each group. In other words, based on this index we can say 
which of the four variants a particular group is using. The 
possible scores observed were arranged from 1.0 to 4.0 For the 
sake of convenience and in order to have scores, final indices 
are ca,lculated by deducting 1 from the answer and multiplying 
by 100. By this method we got the scores ranging from 0 to 300. 
Consistent use of (th) - 1 was given -0, (th)-2 100, ~)-3 200, 
(th)-4 300. (Chambers & Trudgill, 1990:62). A lotUs package 
was used for taking graphs. 

3. Analysis of the data 

The responses for the variable (th) in pair reading style are 
calculated as shown below for the four caste groups. 
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Brahmin (FC I) FC 2 BC 

l6x(th)-1-'16 23x I (th)-1 ==23 Jj X ( !h )-1-c II 

I 0 X (th)-2=20 7 X (th)-2=14 12 X ( th )-2~,24 

2 X (th )-3==6 10 X (th)-3=30 10 X (th)-3-=30 
2 X (th)-4~g 0 X (th)-4=0 7 X (th)-4,-2g 

30 50 40 67 40 93 

50'30= 1.67-l-0.67x I 00 
67140= 1.61!-1-0.68x 100 
93/40=2.33-1 ~ 1.33x I 00 
I 00/40=2.5-1 = 1.5x I 00 

Brahmin Group lndcx=67 
FC 2 Group lndcx=6X 
13C Group I ndcx= 133 
SC Group Index= 150 
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sc 
12 X (th)-J~J2 

7 X (lh)-2=14 
10 X (th)-3~30 

ll X (th)-4=44 

40 100 

The above calculations and the tinal scores indicate that the 
Brahmin, FC 2. BC. students have used the (th)-2 variant [dh]. The 
group indices 1.67, 1.68 and 2.33 respectively confim1 this, whereas 
the SC group index 2.5 shows that they are towards using the (th)-3 
variant [d). From this it is evident that as the social caste hierarchy 
decreases there is a clear tendency of using the non-standard fonn. 
This is reflected from the increasing number of index scores. 

3.1 Reading passage style (RPS) 

The reading passage style of the linguistic vmiable (th) is 
computed and the scores group-wise are: Brahmin group 1.8, FC 2 
group 2.78, BC group 3.15, and SC brroup 2.98. From this we can say 
that Bmhmin grouP"'Jses the variant (th)-2 [dh] i.e. the staudard fonn, 
FC 2 group, BC group, and SC group, usc the variant (th)-3 [d]. 

A comparison of the four caste groups shows that the 
Brahmins use the standard aspirated consonant [dh]. whereas the 
other groups use the unaspirated consonant of the standard form. 

3.2 Careful style ojspeec/r (CFS) 

The Brahmin group index 2.13 indicates the use of (th)-2 
variable, FC 2 group index 2.83 indicated the tendency towards the 
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use of(th)-3 variant. BC group index 2.9S indicates the use of(th)-3 
variable and SC group index 3.13 indicates the clear (th) -3 variable. 

A comparison of the four caste groups for the careful 
speech indicates that the Brahmin speakers are trying to self
correct their speech by using the standard Telugu aspirated 
consonant. This shows that they are sensitive to this feature 
whereas the other caste groups do not show of much self
con-ection in their speech to use the standard aspirated 
consonant. The index increases as we move from the upper caste 
to lower caste in the social hierarchy. 

3.3 Pictorial stimuli style (PSS) 

The pictorial stimuli responses indicate that the Brahmin 
group has a high tendency towards using the variant (th)-3 i.e. 
the unaspirated consonant [ d] of the standard aspirated 
consonant [dh]. This is evident from the 2.8 index. The FC 2 
group 3.4 index indicates that there is high percentage of using 
the unaspirated counterpa11 of the standard aspirated consonant 
[dh]. There is a tendency towards using the (th)-4 variant, 
whereas the SC group index 3.2 indicates the use of (th)-3 
variant. i.e. the unaspirated consonant of the standard fonn [dh]. 

A comparison of the indices of the four caste groups for 
PSS indicates an increase in the use of un-aspirated consonant 
from upper caste to lower caste. But SC group shows a narrow 
decrease in the use of un-aspirated consonant when compared 
with the BC group. 

3.4 Casual .<;tyle of speech (CSS) 

The casual styles of speech for the four caste groups 
indicate the following indices: Brahmin group 2.9, FC group 
3.58, BC group 3.4, and SC group 3.93. from this we can say 
that the Brahmin group uses (th)-3 [d) variant the un-aspirated 
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of the standard form, FC and SC groups use (th)-4[t], and BC 
group uses (th)-3[d] variant. However in BCs there is a tendency 
to use the (th)-4 variant. 

A comparison of the four caste groups, casual styles 
indicate that there is un-aspirated pronunciation in all the four 
groups irrespective of upper or lower caste. But the Brahmin and 
BC groups used the un-aspirated consonant of the standard from 
i.e. (th)-3 where as the FC 2 and SC groups used the unaspirated 
consonant i.e. (th)-4 = [t]. 

The B.C. group is conscious of the standard form [dh] and 
wants to be closer to the standard form but at the performance 
stage they are pronouncing the un-aspirated consonant [ d]. By 
this we can state that there is a tendency in the B.C. students 

GRAPH ~ 
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The graph -I with reference to pairs indicates the lines in the 
formal speech in the four caste group speakers clearly making the 
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distinction in the pronunciation of the aspirated consonant /thl. 
While Brahmin and FC groups have a very low index score, BC 
and SC groups index scores are at higher levels. This indicates that 
as the social caste hierarchy from upper caste to lower caste 
decreases, the use of variant (th)-1 changes to variant (th)-2. The 
right hand side of the graph indicates that as the style from formal 
to infonnal increases the pronunciation of the aspirated consonant 
differs. The steep rise in the graph lines indicates this. But in BC 
group there is a steep decrease in the pronunciation ofun-aspirated 
consonant. This is evident from the cross over pattern in the graph. 
Labov's (1966) New York City study of the variable (r) indicates 
the higher percentage of postvocalic /r/ in LMC than UMC 
speakers in the formal style as hypercorrection. This kind of 
sociolinguistic marker seems to reflect the linguistic insecurity of 
the speakers. The hypercorrection by BC group students surpassing 
the FC group students indicates the tendency to modify their 
speech by pronouncing the standard form. This may be due to the 
reason that the BC group does not want to reveal their social 
identity in their speech when they are conscious. 

3.5 Chi-square test results 

The Chi-square test was found to be statistically significant 
at 0.05% level signifying that there are statistically significant 
differences among the four caste groups under consideration 
with regards to the pronunciation of the variable (th) for 
different contextual styles of speech. 

4. Conclusion 

The study reveals that the linguistic variable (th) has a 
relationship with its social variables, caste and style. The 
correlation is evident from the comparison of the formal casual 
styles of speech with that of the four caste groups. The use of 
aspirated consonant is decreasing in general from formal style to 
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casual style in the four caste groups. The Brahmin caste which is 
at the top of the social hierarchy is behaving distinctively 
different in pronunciation of the aspirated consonant and is more 
conservative in its speech in formal style but in the informal style 
the direction of change is towards the standard pronunciation of 
the variant (th) -2 [dh]. The backward castes. which arc closer to 
the forward caste 2 in the social hierarchy. arc trying to show 
their pronunciation as closer to the upper caste speakers. This is 
evident from the crossover pattern in the graph, which can be 
explained as an instance of hypercorrection. The standard 
aspirated consonant [dh) pronunciation is spreading fi·om fonnal 
to casual style in BC group. The SC group. which i~ at the bottom 
or the -;ocial hierarchy shows an increase in the pronunciation of 
(th)-4 vanant i.e. un-aspirated consonant [t]. 

The steep rise in the graph line l(mn formal to casual speech 
styles can be noticed. The study reveals that the caste is playing 
a significant role in the speech differences of the four caste 
groups. We can conclude th<1t the variation in Telangana 
students' speech tells us about the speaker identity i.e. to which 
social group he belongs and the change that is taking place in 
the T clangana dialect ofT elugu. 
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AGREEMENT SYSTEM IN TAMIL 

K.Rangan, M.Suseela and S.Rajendran 

In Tamil, we have sentences of the following type: 

(I) atu viTT -iR-ku var-um 
'it' 'house- to' 'come-will' 

'It will come to the house' 

(2) avai viiTT-iR-ku var-um 
'they (non-hum)' 'house- to' 'come-will· 
'They will come to the house' 

-urn expresses the future tense when the subject NP ha 
be non-human. One may describe this situation that -z. 
future tense marker and PGN is unmarked. I of tense 
case) control the subject N P of the sentence. 

I" 

p· 
~ 

N" f I 
atu viiTT-iR-ku 

[~~~m J 

v Fut 

var -urn 
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In negative sentences when tense is future the non-human suffix 
-tu occurs. 

(3) atu vi iTT -iR-ku var-aa-tu 
'it' 'house-to' 'come-neg.fut.- it' 
'It will not come to the house' 

(4) avai viiTT-iR-ku var-aa-tu 1 

'come-neg. fut-they' 
'They will not come to the house' 

Here -aa expresses both negation and future tense. But -tu 
occurs with both the non-human singular and plural NPs when 
they function as subjects. Under non-human, singular vs. plural 
distinction is not made. 

Positive Sentence 

PERSON FUTURE AGR (PGN) 

lli (-hum) -um <ll 

Negative Sentence 

PERSON 

I 
FUTURE& NEG AGR(PGN) 

Ill (-hum) -aa -tu 

When . we consider the past and present tenses, PGN 
markers are found for all three persons. First we take the Ill P 
and see what are the markers available. 

Past 
(5) avan viiTT-iR-ku va-nt-aan 

'he' 'house- to' 'come-past-he' 
'He came to the house' 

(6) avaL viiTT-iR-ku va-nt-aaL 
'she' 'house- to' 'come-past-she' 
'She came to the house· 
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(7) avar vi iTT -iR-ku va-nt-aar 
'he/she' 'house- to' 'come-past 'he/she-hon' 
'She/he (hon) came to the house· 

(8) avarkaL viiTT-iR-ku va-nt-aarkaL 
'come-past-they' 'they (hum)' 'house- to' 

'They came to the house' 

(9) atu viTT-iR-ku va-nt-atu 
'it' 'house- to' 'come-past-it' 
'It came to the house' 

( 1 0) avai vi iTT -iR-ku va-nt-an-a 

Present 

'They'( non-hum.)' house- to' 'come-past-they' 
'They came to the house' 

(11) avan viiTT-iR-ku varu-kiR-aan 
'he' 'house-to' 'come-pres-he' 
'He comes to the house' 

(12) avaL viiTT -iR-ku vam-kiR-aaL 
'She comes to the house' 

(13) avar viTT-iR-ku vam-kiR-aar 
'He/she (hon.) comes to the house' 

(14) avarkaL viiTT-iR-ku varu-kiR-aarkaL 
'They come to the house' 

(15) atu viiTT-iR-ku vam-kiR-atu 
'It comes to the house' 

(16) avai viiTT-iR-ku varu-kinR-an-a 
'They come to the house' 

-ar is an alternant marker for Ill P human pluraP. 
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( 17) avarkaL vi iTT -iR-ku varu-kinR-an-ar 
' They come to the house' 

The basic division in III P is human vs. non-human (uyartiNai 
vs. akRiNai). Under non-human, we have singular vs. plural 
distinction. The same distinction (singular vs. plural) is 
maintained under human also. Under singular, the major 
division is honorific vs. non-honorific. The distinction between 
masculine and feminine comes under non-honorific. 

Positive sentences3 

Person Singular Plural 
Ill Human Non-Human Human Non-Human 

l·lon. Non-hon Fut Non-till Fut Non-till 
Male Female atu ar <(l atu 

-aar -a an -aaL <tJ a aarkaL a 

As far as negative sentences are concerned, we have already 
mentioned that, in future, the PGN marker -tu occurs after the 
negative marker. The negative marker -aa .may be specified as 

r:~~;·J 
l..Hum. 

When the NP is marked as [+human], the markers given above 
in the table come with the negative marker -maaiTu. 

(17) avan viiTT-iR-ku var-a-maaTT-aan 
'he' 'house- to' 'come-inf.-neg. fut.-he' 
'He will not come to the house' 

(18) avaL viiTT-iR-ku var-a-maaTT -aaL 
'She' 'house- to' 'come -inf.-neg. fut. -she' 
··she will not come to the house' 
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(19) avar vi iTT -iR-ku var-a-maaTT- aar 
'He/she will not come to the house' 

(20) avarkaL vi iTT -iR-ku var-a-maaTT -aarkaL 
'They will not come to the house' 

97 

There is no agreement when Tense is non-future. In the place of 
maa1Tu and -aa, illai occurs with all human and non-human 
subject NPs in Ill P. 

(21) a van vi iTT -iR-ku var-a(v) -illai 
'he' 'house- to' 'come-inf.- neg. non-fut.' 
'He did/does not come to the house' 

(22) avaL viiTT-iR-ku var-a(v) -illai 
'She did/does not come to the house' 

(23) avar viiTT-iR-ku var-a(v) -illai 
'He/she (hon) did/does not come to the house' 

(24) avarkaL viiTT-iR-ku var-a(v) -illai 
'They did/do not come to the house' 

(25) atu viiTT-iR-ku var-a(v)-illai 
'It did/does not come to the house' 

(26) avai viiTT-iR-ku var-a(v) -illai 
'They (non-hum) did/do not come to the house' 

Negative sentences4 • 

Person Future Non-future 
Singular Plural 

Ill Hon. Non-Hon <ll 

Mas I Non-Mas 
aar a an L aaL aarkaL 

In IP and II P, gender distinction is not made. The distinction 
between singular and plural is found in all three persons. 
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(27) naan viiTT-iR-ku varu-v-een 
'I' 'house- to' 'come-fut.-1' 
'I will come to the house' 

(28) naankaL viiTT-iR-ku varu-v-oom 
'We ( excl.)' 'house- to' 'come-fut. -we' 
'We will come to the house' 

(29) naam viiTT-iR-ku(p) 
'We (Incl.)' 'house- to' 
'We will go to the house' 

(30) nii vi iTT -iR-ku varu-v-aay 

poo-v-oom 
'go-fut.-we' 

'you' 'house- to' 'come-fut.-you' 
'You will come to the house' 

(31) niir vi iTT -iR-ku varu-v-iir5 

'you (hon.)' 'house- to' 'come-fut.-you' 
'You will come to the house' 

(32) niinkaL viiTT-iR-ku varu-v-iirkaL 
'you (pl.)' 'house- to' 'come-fut.-you' 
'You will come to the house' 

Besides singular vs. plural distinction, honorific vs. non
honorific distinction is recognized in II P. In I P plural, inclusive 
vs. exclusive distinction is made morphologically and not 
syntactically. i.e. though we have two different forms naam and 
naankaL to denote exclusiveness and inclusiveness, the marker
oom is found in both the cases (see examples 28-29). 

Conjoined noun phrases 

When . two noun phrases of different personal pronouns are 
conjoined, the agreement marker shows nwnber and follows the 
principle of hierarchy of personal pronouns. Examine the following 
sentences in Tamil in which different personal pronouns are conjoined. 
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(33) naan-um nuy-um poo-v-oom 
'l-and' 'you-and' 'go-fut.-we' 
'land you will go/you and myself will go' 

(34) naan-um niiy-um avan-um poo-v-oom 
'l-and' 'you-and' 'he-and' 'go-fut.-we' 
'He, you and myself will go' 

ln (33), I P and ll Pare conjoined and the PGN marker is -
oom, which is originally a marker of I P plural. When I P and II 
P are conjoined, it is the I P that is on the top of hierarchy. In 
(34), all three personal pronouns are conjoined and the PGN 
marker is l P plural. If II P and lll P were conjoined, then it is 
the marker of II P plural that will appear as PGN. 

(35) niiy-um avan-um poo-v-iirkaL 
'you-and' 'he-and' 'go-fut.-you (pl.)' 
'You and he will go' 

In Ill P, hierarchy is maintained. Ill P human plural suffix 
is used when Ill P masculine and III P feminine NPs are used as 
the subject of a sentence. 

(36) avan-um avaL-um 
'he-and' 'she-and' 
'He and she will go' 

poo-v-aarkaL 
'go-fut.-they(hum.)' 

There is a possibility to conjoin the Ill P human NP and Ill 
P non-human NP. In that case, the principle of hierarchy 
predicts that the marker PGN will be Ill P human plural. 

(37) taruman-um naay-um meelooka-tt-iR-kuc 
cen-R -aarkaL 

'Dharma-and' 'dog-and' 'upper-world-to' 
'go-past-they(hum. and non-hum)' 

'Dharma and the dog went to heaven' 
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(38) iiv-um paamp-um iRaivan-ai etir-tt-aarkal 
'Eve-and' 'snake and' 'God-ace.' 'oppose

past-they (hum. and non-hum)' 
'Eve and the snake opposed the God' 

-aarkaL is Ill P human plural that occurs as PGN marker with 
verb when a human and non-human NPs are conjoined in 
subject position. 

Disjuncted noun phrases 

The principle of hierarchy we mentioned m the 
preceding section holds good. 

(39) naan-aavatu niiy-aavatu poo-v-oom 
'l-or' 'you-or' 'go-fut.-we' 
'Either I or you will go' 

( 40) niiy-aavatu avan-aavatu poo-v-iirkal 
'Either you or he will go' 

In (39), the IP Pl. marker occurs when both I P and II P NPs 
come as the subject of the sentence. Similarly when II P and III 
P NP are used disjunctively, the II P Pl. marker -iirkaL occurs 
with verb. The III P human pl. marker will be used if III P 
human NP and III P non-human NP were used disjunctively. 
Examples ( 41) and ( 42) exemplify this point. 

(41) avan-aavatu aval-aavatu poo-v-aarkal 
'he-or' 'she-or' 'go-fut.-they (hum.)' 
'Either he or she will go' 

(42) aracan-aavatu yaanaikal-aavatu kooTTai(y}-ai 
'king-or' 'elephants-or' 'fort-ace.' 

aZi -pp-aarkal 
'destroy-fut.-they (hum. and non-hum)' 
'Either the king or the elephants will destroy the fort' 
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As far as personal pronouns are concerned either conjoined or 
disjuncted, the principle of hierarchy may be shown as 

I P >II P > I1I P (human) 

NPs with distributive quantifiers 

In Tamil, the head N follows the quantifiers such as ovvoru, 
ellaa, etc. 

(43) ovvoru maaNavan -um 
'every student' 

( 44) ellaa aaciriyarkaL-um 
'all teachers' 

In the following sentences we have the head nouns such as 
paNiyaaLar 'employee', naTikai 'actress', etc. But we have -
aarkaL, a marker denoting Ill P human pl. occurring in these 
exampl~s. 

(45) ovvoru paNiyaaLar-um lancam vaankuvatu 
'every' 'employee' 'bribe' 'getting' 
illai enRu capatam eTu-tt-aarkaU 
'not' compl. 'oath' 'take-past-they (hum.pl.)' 
'Every employee took an oath that they would not 
take bribe' 

(46) ovvoru naTikar-um iyakkunar-ai aaTTi(p) 
'every' 'actor' 'director-ace.' 'control-pres.-
paTai(k)-kiR-aarkaL 
they (hum.pl.)' 

'Every actor controls the director' 

The occurrence of anaphora taan changes the scene. 
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(47) ovvoru maaNavan-um tana(k)-ku veelai 
'every' 'student' 'one-self-to' 'job' 

kiTaikk-um enRu ninai(k)-kiR-aan 
'get- fut.' compl. 'think-pres.-he'. 

'Every student thinks that he will get (some) job' 

( 48) ovvoru aaciriyar-um tankaL-ukku patavi 
'every' 'teacher' 'themselves-to' 'job' 
uyarvu kiTaikk-um enRu nampu-kiR-aarkaL 
'promotion' 'get-fut.' compl. 'believc-pres.-they (hwn.)' 
'Every teacher believes that he will get promotion 
in his job/career' 

It seems that the head N aaciriyar and tankaL denote plural and 
therefore the marker -aarkaL occurs with verb in (48). In (47), the 
head N is masculine singular maaNavan and the anaphora tan is 
singular. So we have masculine singular suffix -aan with the verb. 

There are sentences in which we have both Ill P masculine 
/feminine singular marker and also Ill P human plural marker. 

• 

(49) ovvoru natikai(y)-um iyakkunar-ai 
'every' 'actress' 'director-ace.' 
aaTTippatai(k)-kiR- aaL 
'control-pres-III P Fern. sg.' 
'Every actress controls the director' 

(50) ovvoru naTikai(y)-um iyakkunar-ai 
aaTTippaTai(k)-kiR-aarkaL 
'Every actress controls the director' 

(51) ovvoru maaNavan-um tana(k)-ku veelai 
kiTaikk-um enRu ninai(k)-kiR-aarkaL 
'Every student thinks that he will get a job' 

In both (48) and (49) naTikai is the head N. But we find -aaL, Ill 
P feminine singular marker occurring with the verb aaTTippaTai 
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in (48). In (49), -aarkaL, III P human plural suffix is occurring 
with the verb though naTikai lii P feminine singular comes as the 
subject of the sentence. Similarly, we have sentences (47) and 
(5 I) in which maaNavan III P masculine singular functions as the 
subject. The difference between these two sentences is that in ( 4 7) 
-aan Ill P masculine singular occurs whereas in (50) it is -aarkaL 
III P human plural that occurs with the verb. 

We have a situation in which the N, which is Ill P human 
masculine/feminine singular occurring with distributive 
quantifiers, is controlled by both Ill P human singular and plural 
markers. Similar trend is observed between Ill P human 
honorific singular and Ill P human plural. 

(52) ovvoru kuTimakan-um taankaL 
'every' 'citizen' 'they' 
cutantiramaanavarkaL enRu 
'free- compl.' 
karutu-kiR-aarkaL 
'consider-pres-Ill P hum. pi' 
'Every citizen considers that he is free' 

(53) ovvoru kuTimakan-urn taan 
cutantiramaanavan enRu karutu-kiR-aan 

'Every citizen considers that he is free' 

Both -aar and -aarkaL occur even though the NP functioning as 
the subject of (52) and (53) is kuTimakan. 

Interrogative pronouns 

In Tamil we have interrogative pronouns, which are 
controlled by the AGR when they occur in subject position. 

(54) evan va-nt-aan? 
'who-(mas.sg)' 'come-past-he' 
'Who came?' 
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(55) evaL va-nt-aaL? 
'who-(fem.sg) 'come-past-she' 
'Who came?' 

(56) etu va-nt-atu? 
'which-(sg)' 'come-past-it' 
'Which came?' 

(57) evai va-nt-an-a? 
'which-(pl)' 'come-past-they(non-hum.) · 
'Which came?' 

(58) evar/yaar va-nt-aar? 
'who (hum.hon.sg.)' 'come-past-he/she(hon.)' 
'Who came?' 

With yaar, we have not only -aar as the PGN marker but also
aarkaL which denotes Ill P human plural. 

(59) yaar va-nt-aarkaL? 
'who (hum. pi)' 'come-past-they(hum.pl.)' 
'Who came?' 

yaar occurs with both human singular and human plural markers 
-aar and -aarkaL. 

The word yaar is no more an interrogative word when -urn 
or -aavatu is added with this yaar-um is used in the sense of 
anybody and yaar-aavatu somebody. We get these meanings 
only in positive sentences. 

(60) yaarum naaLai varal-aam 
'anybody' 'tomorrow' 'come-may' 
'Anybody may come tomorrow' 

( 61) yaaraavatu naaLai varu-v-aarkaL 
'somebody' 'tomorrow' 'come-fut.-they(hum.pl.)' 
'Somebody will come tomorrow' 
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In negative sentences, we have PGN marker. 

(62) yaarum naaLai var-a-maaTT-aarkaL 
'Nobody will come tomorrow' 

When yaaraavatu comes, we do not get a simple negative 
sentence. Negation combines with interrogation. 

(63) *yaaraavatu naaLai vara-maaTT-aarkaL 
'anybody' 'tomorrow' 'come-inf-fut.neg.-111 hum.pl' 

(64) yaaraavatu naaLai var-a-maaTT-aarkaL-aa-Q' 
'Won't someone come tomorrow?' 

yaaraavatu is used as a part ofNP in which case it expresses the 
meaning of 'some' i.e. it is a determiner which is indefinite. 

(65) yaaraavatu oruvar naaLai varu-v-aar 
·'some' 'one' tomorrow: 'come-fut.-he/she' 
'Some one will come tomorrow' 

(66) yaaraavatu naalvar naaLai varu-v-aarkaL 
'four persons' -they (hum.pl.)' 

'Some four persons will come tomorrow' 

Here the AGR controls the head viz. naalvar and oruvar 
depending on the linguistic contexts it is to be decided whether 
yaaraavatu is a detenniner or head N. yaaraavatu when it 
occurs as head N is controlled by the lll P human plural marker 
--aarkaL. 

Infinitival clauses 

There are sentences in Tamil in which an infinitival clause 
is embedded. Examine the following sentences. 

(67) raaman ciitai(y)-ai(p) paarkk-a neeriT-T-atu 
'Raman' 'Sita-acc' 'see-to' 'happen-past-it'. 
'Raman happened to see Sita' 
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In (67), the PGN is -atu and we have to interpret the infinitive clause 
as the subject of the sentence. We have -aan a<; the PGN marker in 
(68) in which case raaman has to be interpreted as the subject. 

(68) raaman ciitai(y)-ai(p) paarkk;a neeriT-T-aan 
'Raman happened to see Sita' 

Treating infinitive clause as the complement of neeriTu will lead 
us to take the position that the subject N P of the matrix is empty 
and it is filled up by the movement of NP raanum. Agreement is 
compatible with the I (-aan) and the subject NP raaman. But, in 
(67). the PGN marker is -atu. It may control either the NP 
specified as <+Ill, -Hum. -pl.> or S functioning in the subject 
position. Can we say that the infinitive clause is moved to the 
subject position and it functions as a subject? Example (69) and 
(70) are also of the same kind. 

(69) kauTaa kaankiras-in piTivaatatt-aal 
'Gowda' 'congress-of' 'obstinacy-cause' 
patavi(y)-ai iZakk-a veeNTiyim-nt-atu 
'position-ace' 'lose-to' 'need-be-past-it" 

'Gowda had to lose the position due to obstinacy of 
Congress' 

(70) kauTaa kaankiras-in piTivaat-att-aal 
patavi(y)-ai iZakk-a veeNTiyiru-nt-aar 

In (69), -atu is found as AGR marker whereas in (70) -aar is 
occurring as AGR marker. 

An alternative way of dealing with these cases is that the 
infinitival clauses may be generated in the subject position of NP. 
In one case, the AGR controls the subject at D-structure level and 
in another case it is at S-structure level. Here the VP is extra posed 
and adjoined to VP of the matrix leaving the NP of the embedded 
sentences in order to function the subject of the matrix sentence at 
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S-structure level. The PGN marker -atu controls the subject at 0-
structure level and -aanl-aar at S-structure level. At present we ai"e 
not in a position to argue for any stand though the first goes closer 
to the current framework of the theory and the second closer to the 
intuitive analysis of the grammatical structure. 

Indirect sentences 

In indirect sentences, the pro-form taan (or its variant 
forms) denotes III P singular and taankaL lll P plural. But the 
PGN marker does not agree with these forms. It agrees with the 
subject NP of direct sentence. 

(71) ciitaa, "naan raavaNan-ai(p) 
'Sita' 'I' 'Ravanan-acc' 
enRu con-n-aaL 
comp 'say-past-she' 
Sita said, "l saw Ravanan" 

The indirect sentence of (71) will be 

paar-tt-een" 
'see-past-1' 

(72) ciitaa taan ravaNan-ai paar-tt-een enRu conn-aaL 
self 

'Sita said that she saw Ravanan' 

The pronoun naan of (71) is replaced by taan in (72). PGN marker 
in the embedded sentence is -een whether naan or taan functions as 
the subject NP. Further it appears that taan is not controlled by the 
PGN marker -een. The controlling mechanism operates at D
structure level; more evidences may further strengthen it. 

(73) aracan makkaL-ai, "niinkaL veeru 
'king' 'people-ace.' 'you' 'other' 
naaTT -ukku ooTiviT-unkaL," enRu kuuR-in-aan 
'country-to' 'run-you-pl.' comp 'say-past-he' 

'The king told (his) people, "you run away (from my 
country) to other country' 
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(74) aracan makkaL-ai taankaL veeru naaTT-ukku 
ooTiviT-unkaL enRu kuuR-in-aan 
'The king told his people that they run away to 
other country' 

The PGN marker -unkaL does not share the features of taankaL. 
One could say that the number agreement (singular vs. plural) is 
found between the PGN marker and the subject NP of the 
embedded sentence. It is also doubtful because we have 
sentences of the. following kind. 

(75) kaamaraajar kaankiras teertal-il tooRRat-aR- ku 
'kamaraj' 'congress-in' 'election-in' 'defeat-to/for' 
taan-taan-aa kaaraNam-aaka im-nt-oom 
'self-emph-Q 'reason' 'be-past-we' 
enRu varunt-in-aar 
comp 'feel-past-he(hon.)' 
'Kamarajar felt sad that he was responsible for the 
defeat of Congress in election'. 

In (74) taan functions as the subject NP of the embedded sentence 
but the PGN marker is I P plural -oom. One may be led to take the 
position that the control AGRIINFL on the subject NP in these 
cases is at the level of D-structure. The position is also questioned 
when we examine passive sentences in a later section. 

NP of oblique object 

So far we were concerned with the AGR controlling the 
NPs in subject position though there were cases in which the 
control of AGR could be either D-structure level or S-structure 
level. Here we examine some of the sentences in which the 
AGR controls either the head N of subject NP or the NP of 
oblique object i.e., it controls the NP of PP. 
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(76) enkaL-il palar avan-ai(p) virumpu-kiR-aarkaL 
'we-in' 'many' 'he-ace' 'like- pres.-we' 
'Many ofus like him' 

(77) enkaL-il palar avan-ai virumpu-kiR-oom-we' 
'Many of us like him' 

In (76) palar is controlled by the PGN marker -aarkaL whereas 
in (77) enkaL of enkaLil is controlled by the PGN marker -oom, 
I P plural. This is true with second person also. 

(78) unkaL-il palar avan-ai virumpu-kiR-aarkaL 
'you-in' -they(hum.pl.)' 
'Many ofyou like him' 

(79) unkaL-il palar avanai virumpu-kiR-iirkaL 
'you-in' -they(hum.pl.)' 

The PGN marker - iirkaL controls the NP of PP unkaL, II P 
plural. Both enkaL in (77) and unkaL in (79) do not function as 
the subject of these sentences. There are cases in which we find 
agreement not only between PGN and subject NP but also 
between PGN and the oblique object. 

Non-nominative NPs 

There are verbs of the following in Tamil that take non
nominatiye NP (=datives), which, it is said, is controlled by the 

_ PGN marker. 

(80) enak-ku(p) paci(k)-kiR-atu 
'me-to' 'hungry-pres.-it' 
'I am hungry' 

(81) ena(k)-ku vali(k)-kiR-atu 
'me-to' 'pain-pres.-it' 
'I am feeling pain' 
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(82) ena(k)-ku amaiccar-ai(t) teriy-um 
'me-to' 'minister-ace.' 'know-fut.' 
'I know the minister' 

(83) ena(k)-ku tamiZ teriy-um 
'I know Tamil' 

In sentences (80-82), we do not have nominative NP, which is 
controlled by the PGN marker. In (83), the NP tamiZ is not the 
subject of the sentence. It is rather the object of the sentence. 
The accusative marker is optionally marked when the NP is 
inanimate. Marking of accusative marker is obligatory when the 
NP is animate (see example (82)). -um is here to be regarded not 
a marker for denoting future tense. It is rather denoting the 
habituality of an action. In Tamil, the future tense marker is used 
to express the habituality of an action. 

(84) avan tinamum paLLikkuuT-att-iR-ku(p) poo-v-aan 
'he' 'daily' 'school- to' 'go-fut.-he' 
'He goes to school every day' 

(85) cuuriyan kiZakkee utikk-um 
'sun' 'east' 'rise-fut.-o' 
'The sun rises in the east' 

-um and its other variant forms express both future tense and ' 
habituality. When the marker -um occurs with the verbs of 
feeling/emotion/cognition, etc. it expresses the meaning of 
habituality. These verbs combined with aspectual auxiliary take 
the nominative NPs. 

(86) cujaataa kataikaL avan-ukku(p) piTi-tt
'sujatha' 'stories' 'he-to' 'liked-have- past
iru-nt-an-a 
they( non-hum.)' 
'The stories ofSujatha were liked by him' 
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(87) niRaiya moZikaL avaL-ukku terint-iru-nt-an-a 
'many' 'languages' 'she-to' 'known-have-past

they( non-hum.)' 
'Many languages are known to her' 

Ill 

Here, (87) has altemant sentence in which avaL is the subject of 
the sentence controlled by the PGN marker. 

(88) avaL niRaiya moZikaL terint-iru-nt-aaL 
'she' 'many' 'languages' 'known-has-past-she' 
'She knew many languages' 

ln (88), we have two NPs that are not marked explicitly for case. 
The PGN marker controls the NP that functions as the subject of 
the sentence. In (87), there is only one NP that is nominative 
and the PGN marker controls the subject NP niRaiya moZikaL. 
Examine the following sentences in which we have different 
NPs functioning as the subject even though the verb is the same. 

(89) avan niRaiya ctmmaa naTikarkaL-ai(t) 
'he' 'many' 'cinema' 'actors-ace.' 
terintiru-nt-aan 
'known-has-past-he' 
'He knew many cinema actors' 

(90) niRaiya cinimaa naTikarkaL avan-ukku(t) 
terint-iru-nt-aarkaL 
-they(hum.pl. )' 

'Many cinema actors were known to him' 

(91) avan:..ukku niRaiya cinimaa naTikarkaL
ai(t) terint-iru-nt-atu 

'Many cinema actors were known to him' 

It is clear that -aan in (89) and -aarkaL in (90) control their NPs 
functioning as the subject of the sentence. It is difficult to associate 
the PGN marker -atu in (91 ). Both NPs are [ + human] and 
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inflected for cases. The control of -atu or its variant fonn -tu in 
negative sentence in the type of sentences given above remains to 
be explained. Let us give some more examples in which -atu/-tu 
occurs but we are unable to associate with an antecedent NP. 

(92) enakku vali(y)-aaka iruk-kiR-atu 
'to me' 'pain' 'be-pres.-it' 
'I am feeling pain' 

(93) enakku ippoZutu un(n)-ai(p) puri-kiR- atu 
'to me' 'now' 'you-ace' 'understand-pres.-it' 
'Now I understand you' 

(94) periyavarkaL viiTT-il kiTai(y)-aa-tu 
'elders' 'house-in' 'be-not-it' 
'The elders are not in the house' 

Specifying -atul-tu as Ill P non-hum.sg. does not lead us 
anywhere near to understand the agreement phenomenon in 
these kinds of sentences. Further an in-depth analysis is required 
to understand the agreement phenomenon as a whole. 

Notes 

L The example given here though occurs more frequently, it is insisted that 
the sentence given below is correct. 

avai viiTI-iR-ku vaar-aa 

The PGN is unmarked even in the negative sentences when TEN is FUT and 
the subject NP non-human plural. Acceptance of ( 4) will lead us to treat -tu 
as non-human marker. The distinction between singular and plural is erased. 
This tendency is found spreading in other type of sentences too. 

1· -ar and --aarkaL are in complementary distribution. -ar occurs after the 
caariyai (the increment) -an which follows TEN. -aarkaL comes when there 
is no caariyai. 

avarkaL neeRRu va-nt-an-ar 
'they (hum)' 'yesterday' · come-past-¢1-they' 

· ::They came yesterday' 
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avarkaL neeRRu va-nt-aarkaL 
'They came yesterday' 

J. The information given there may be represented in branching diagram for 
the purpose of easy understanding. 

HUMAN 

PLURAL ~FUTURE 
~ ~ 

-ar- HONORIFIC <P PLURAL 

-aarkaL ~ ~ 
-aar -a -atu 

-aan -aaL 

4
· The information given in table is presented in a branching diagram. 

FUTURE 

~ 
HUMAN <P 

~ 
PLURAL -tu 

~ 
-aarkaL HONORIFIC 

~ 
-aar ~INE 

-aan -aaL 
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5· The II P honorific form nilr is not used frequently. niinkaL is used mostly 
to express honorific. In some dialects both niir and niinkaL arc used to denote 
honorific. niir is used when the addressee is equal and not very high in social 
status. niinkaL is used to express high level of respect. With the exception of 
Brahmin and some southern dialects, most of the dialects use niinkaL only to 
denote honorific. 

c. Nouns such as paNiyaaLar, naTikar are singular honorific nouns. But in 
(45) and (46), they function as plural subject. In certain phrases these nouns 
denoting singular in isolation express plural_number. 

maaNavar viTuti 
·students' hostel' 

naTikar cankam 
·actors' association' 

aaciriyar kuuTTaNi 
·teachers' federation' 
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CODE-SLIDING : AN EMERGING STYLE IN 
MULTILINGUAL SPEECH 

J. Shakuntala Sharma 

I. Introduction 

The central issue in multilingualism research is code 
switching, the alternating use of several languages by 
multilingual speakers in the same discourse. Sometimes 
switching occurs between the turns of different speakers in a 
conversation, sometimes between utterances within a single tum 
and ·at times even within a single utterance. This form of speech 
behaviour does not necessarily indicate lack of competence on 
the part of the speaker in any of the languages concerned, but 
results from interplay of various dimensions, which are 
sociological, psychological and grammatical. Thus code 
switching is a dynamic and exciting multi-disciplinary field. 
Despite an extensive research on code switching, some 
researchers still tend to designate different types of code
alternation under one label, code-switching. By doing so, the 
finer distinctions in the underlying processes in different types 
of code alternation get lost and researchers erroneously come to 
the conclusion that code switching is mainly due to lack of 
competence. However, Gumperz (1964), in his pion~ering work 
on code switching, pointed out that switching does not 
necessarily mean lack of bilingual competence and his findings 
have been endorsed by later research by other scholars. 

2. Code-Sliding 

My research on Hyderabad Telugu (Shakuntala Sharma, 
2000) led me to the observation that code sliding is a t)'pe of 
code-alternation, which is distinct from code mixing and code 
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switching. In code sliding, an utterance (more specifically, a 
sentence) starts in one language and then gradually slides into 
another language, without having closed the sentence either 
semantically or grammatically, while code mixing refers to 
incorporating elements from another language, into a sentence in 
one language; code switching occurs when a speaker, within the 
same utterance, changes the code after having completed a 
sentence grammatically. 

Examples: 

Code sliding 

Code mixing 
Code switching: 

• 

Whichever place you go to, uttara:lu ra:stu: 
unDu 
They are all watching the tama:Sa: 
ne:nu weLta:nu. You also come with me . 

More illustrations of code sliding that occurred in the 
discourses collected in Hyderabad, are given in the Appendix. 

One may question here the need for coining the term, 'code 
sliding', when the tenn 'intra-sentential switching' is already there 
in literature. But the justification for the new term 'code sliding' 
comes from the fact that, in code sliding, two grammars, along 
with their lexicons, are operating simultaneously within a single 
sentence and hence a single semantic unit, and by calling it, 'intra
sentential switch', this important aspect will be totally lost. Also, it 
would be a challenging task in semantics and psycholinguistics to 
address the issue as to how one semantic unit (a sentence) breaks 
into two grammar-lexicons in the speaker's mind/brain. 

3. Research on code-alternation 

Research work done by Gumperz (1964) in India, on Hindi
English code mixing first drew the international attention to code 
alternation phenomenon and since then Spanish-English 
bilingualism (Poplak, 1981 ), Punjabi-English bilingualism 
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(Agnihotri, 1987), and many other language contact situations are 
being investigated with more modem technological devices and 
sophisticated research tools, resulting ih the emergence of a dynan1ic 
inter-disciplinary field, generally termed a'> code switching (cs). This 
field is approached from diverse directions such as social network 
analysis, discourse analysis etc. However, whatever theoretical 
framewo~k one presupposes to study code switching, it is an 
indispensable fact that our theoretical developments do depend on 
accumulation of descriptive studies on diverse language-contact 
situations and our ability to handle sensibly this accumulation. A 
systematic broadening of database is a necessary step in developing 
a sound theory. In the search for general principles underlying code 
switching, one should keep in mind that the sociolinguistic approach 
has a kind of priority over the grammatical structural approach in 
code switching studies, since the choice and alternation between 
difl'erent languages or varieties i~ triggered by social or 
psychological factors rather than by internal linguistic features of the 
languages involved. However, this does not mean that the 
grammatical models for code switching are not relevant. As 
explanatory rules they are necessary but are not sufficient. 

4. Data collection in the present study 

The present paper is based on my earlier research work 
(Shakuntala Sharma, 2000), which fetched me a Ph.D. from the 
P.S. Telugu University, Hyderabad under the supervision of Prof. 
B. Ramakrishna Reddy. The target population in the study was 
the English-medium-educated Hyderabadi youth, both males (14) 
and females (20). A systematic collection of discourse data from 
the respondents was carried out and with the help of statistical 
models speech dynamics in terms of code-mixing-switching
sliding (CMSSing) was examined in my thesis (unpublished yet). 
The present paper, however, concentrates on a single aspect of 
CMSSing, namely code-sliding. 
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5. Speech dynamics in Hyderabad Telugu 

Hyderabad city qualifies itself to serve as an interesting 
laboratory for research on multilingualism with its multicultural, 
multilingual and multidialectal population and a history which is 
markedly different from the rest of the state and yet, the city 
serves as the states' capital. 

In Hyderabad Telugu, code alternation simply happens. It is 
not always a socio-linguistically motivated strategy. 
Nevertheless, it needs to be explained. If not in socio-linguistic 
terms definitely in terms of psychosocial factors. However, one 
cannot rule out every socio-linguistic reason from the 
explanation. On the other hand, it requires a kind of sieving of 
various social as well as linguistic factors such as the following : 

(i) Register-specific mixing : Administrative terminology and 
technical terms on sports, trade, commerce etc., heavily depend 
on English. Even when terminologies prepared by government
sponsored academies are available, mass media as well as 
Telugu speakers in general exhibit a marked preference to 
English tenus over the tongue-twisting Telugu technical terms, 
which are derived fronfSanskrit-based (tatsam) words. 

(ii) Identity factor : English tenns are sometimes used to hide 
one's own mother tongue variety identification which places 
the individual in a particular region or in a particular caste 
group, or both, simultaneously. 

(iii)Projecting an image : To project oneself as an English
educated individual and to flaunt one's own facility with or 
fluency in English. ' 

(iv) Mother-tongue deficiency : Factor due to infacility with 
Telugu becallse of its infrequent use. 
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(v) More facility with English : because of high frequency of its 
use in the work sphere and even in other domains. 

(vi) Chance factor: Definitely, there appears to exist a probabilistic 
element in code-MSSing. However. it may be noted that the 
concept of probability finds its application in a situatio~ where 
a number of factors interact and produce a situation, ~hich we 
cannot attribute to already known factors or to a single cause. 
That is, when information available is incomplete, we apply 
probability models; when we know everything about a 
phenomenon we do not require probability models. 

6. Discussion on code sliding 

During data collection, it has been observed that code 
sliding is exhibited more at higher competence level and in more 
talkative persons. They are more conscious of their speech, more 
articulate and they obviously relish what they are doing with 
language - they are aware that their listen&rs are impressed with 
the way they are taking liberties with language, which 
demonstrates their facility with two or more languages. When 
matrix 1 code is English, generally there is no mixing of Telugu 
but there can be switching as well as sliding. However, when the 

1 Matrix language : In earlier literature on code-switching, a distinctign has 
been made between the base language, also called the matrix language; and 
the embedded language. But no clear-cut definitions or criteria are provided 
to decide which is the base language and which is the embedded language. It 
has been suggested by earlier researchers that one may go by frequency 
counts to decide the matrix language. But this definition fails in the case of 
Telugu-English sentences, wherein, sometimes all the content words are in 
English and only the auxiliary verb with Telugu inflexions completes the 
sentence (and the English words are sequenced according to Telugu syntax). 
In case of Telugu, I have observed that defining matrix language in a mixed 
code as the language to which the finite verb or the morphology of the finite 
verb belongs, provides an unambiguous criterion to decide the matrix 
language in a CMSSed utterance. 
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matrix language is Telugu, It IS likely that there is a lot of 
mixing, some s'witching and some sliding, in that order. 

The data presented in the Appendix are a clear illustration 
that code sliding defies the linguistic constraints proposed by 
Poplak ( 1981) and others accepted in principle by many 
researchers, thus providing an ample evidence for a need to 
reexamine these rules and constraints. 

Language finds its existence in a society and gets its 
sustenance from individuals. Every individual inherits and 
internalizes language(s) of his immediate linguistic environment 
and uses language(s) for communication, self-expression and 
self-achievement; while doing so, the individual cannot go away 
tangentially from the social norms and from the expectations of 
his immediate interactants. A parallelograrp law of forces is at 
work, one vector being the social group conventions and the 
other vector being his own creativity and innovative urge, what 
emerges as his verbal output is like the diagonal in a 
parallelogram. All these individual diagonals, once again jointly 
constitute a set ~f new social norms and this process goes on 
endlessly, leading to the dynamicity of language process. 

In a stable monolingwal society, where the conditions of 
existence are somewhat static over long periods of time, 
conventionality vector is more dominant and there is not much 
scope for a strong individual innovation. But in urban societies, 
especially when they are cosmopolitan and multilingual, there is a 
criss-cross of social norms and language habits -· in this linguistic 
ensemble, every individual is bound to lose some old linguistic 
habits and acquire new speech styles over a period of time. 

In thelate 1990's., when I was collecting data in Hyderabad, 
code sliding appeared to be an occasional phenomenon, while 
code mixing was very prevalent. [It is amusing to observe that 
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code switching was very much evident in old Telugu movies, 
among the males only, for obvious reasons, while code mixing 
was not as much as it is now]. But gradually code-sliding is 
emerging as a conversational style, especially over TV, if not in 
written medium. Earlier what was restricted to educated youth 
only, is now spreading to people of all ages and occupations. 
Thus code-sliding has been emerging as a speech style among 
the Telugu-English bilinguals and is very much in vogue. 
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APPENDIX 

Some occurrences of code sliding from discourse data 
collected in Hyderabad. 

1. Later I came to know that ne:nu ma:Tla:De: bha:Sa koncem 
pure ga: unTundani wa:LLaki anipincindaTa. 

2. ne:nu wekkirincinappuDalla: he gets angry. 

3. Hyderabadi anTe: it is nothing but Teluge: ka:ni Hindi word 
ni Telugu/o: peTTe:sta:rannama: Ta. 

4. ne:nu de:ni gurinci ba:dha paData:no: she will make me 
forget that. 

5. lt is a disadvantage because eppuDayina: Telugu paper
magazine cadawaDam kaSTam awuta:di. 

6. annam ginne paTTuKunTe: you have to wash your hands 
and then only touch the other vessels. 

7. First of all what I would like to say is manaki human beings 
ani pilustunnanduku try to be as human as possible. 

8. ala:nTappudu mana governmente: e:do: ceyya:le so that 
they get better opportunities here. 

9. Actually ne:nu Telugu ba:ga:ne: ma:Tia:Duta:nu ka:ni I am 
not so very perfect in Telugu. 

10. manam ka:sta goDava/u:avi: taggincukoni mana country 
development ko:sam a:lo:ciste: I think there will be no place 
like India. 
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NEWS OF THE DEPARTMENT 
2003 

I. Sanction of CAS Phase Ill 

The UGC Review .Committee visited the Department and on 
the basis of the recommendations of the Committee, the UGC 
has sanctioned financial assistance for the Ill Phase of CAS 
(2003-2008) to the tune of Rs.13 lakhs under recurring grant and 
Rs.13.50 lakhs under non-recurring grant and also a JRF 
position. Prof. Aditi Mukherjee has been appointed as 
Coordinator of the programme. 

II. Publications of the Faculty Members 

Book Review/Editing: 

Aditi Mukherjee 

• Book review: Translation, Text and The01y: The Indian 
Paradigm edited by Ruk.mini Bhaya Nair. Sage 
Publications: New Delhi. In ICSSR Review. 

Nagamma Reddy, K. 

• Editor, Osmania Papers in Linguistics, Vol.28. 2002. 
Department of Linguistics, Osmania University, 
Hyderabad. 

• Gender and violence: Souvenir with Abstracts of Papers. 
Centre for Women's Studies, Osmania University, 
Hyderabad. 2003. 
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Papers Published: 

Aditi Mukherjee 

• 'Dillir panjabi ar bangalider bhasha·. In Bangalir 
Bhashachinta edited by Sandip Bandyopadhyay . 

. Progressive Publishers: Kolkata. Pp. 114-117. 

Nagamma Reddy, K. 

• The Phonological Structure of Word in Telugu. In Word 
Structure in Dravidian. Edited by B.Ramakrishna Reddy, 
Kuppam: Dravidian University. 2003. pp.l40-163. 

• The vowel and consonant sounds of Indian languages. 
International Journal of Dravidian Linguistics. Vol.32. 
2003. pp.33-54. 

• On the Phonological Status of Higher-Low Froat Vowel 
in Telugu. In R.M. Sundaram et. al. editors FC}cets of 
Language: A Festschrift for K. Rangan, Taajavur: 
Tanjavur Research Fcundation. 2003. pp.333-348. 

• Dimensions of Language Education: The Case ofTelugu. 
In Osmania Pap!!rs in Linguistics, 2002 (published, 
2003) Vol.28. pp.S-22. 

III. Seminars Organized 

l. The Centre of Advanced Study in Linguistics at Osmania 
University has organized a two-day National Seminar on 
"Multilingualism in India: The Communicative Strategies" 
during January 3-4, 2003. Prof. V. Swarajya Lakshmi was 
the Director of the Seminar. Dr. A. Usha Rani and Mr.K. 
Ramesh Kumar were organizing secretarie.>. 

Prof. J. Anantha Swamy, Vice-Chancellor of Osmania 
University, inaugurated the seminar. Prof. /\diti Mukhe1jee 
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presented the Keynote paper of Prof. 1.:. Annamalai. Former 
Director, Central Institute of Indian Languages. Mysore. 
Prof. Bh. Krishnamu11i, fom1er Vice-Chancellor of the 
University of Hyderabad presided over the function. 

The inaugural session was followed by academic sessions. 
15 papers were presented in the academic sessions followed 
by lively discussions. Different areas were covered by the 
paper pres~ters in their study of identifying or suggesting 
communicative strategies in the context of multilingualism. 

Geetha Durairajan, Prema Kumari, Tara Ratnam, Lina 
Mukhopadhyay and R.Eshwar Chand have presented papers 
in the area of language learning and teaching in the context 
of multilingualism. While Ajit K.Mohanthy has discussed 
the conununicative strategies used by the children in the 
multilingual context, Sudheer Bhan has discussed the 
communicative strategies found among bilingual anomie 
aphasics. Sandip Bandopadhyaya. in his paper has suggested 
an innovative approach in the preparation of teaching 
material for tribals in the context of multilingualism. While 
Swarajya lakshmi has observed some communicative 
strategies used in Telugu advertisements, A.Ramdas and 
A.Usha Devi have taken the flash news (Hindi. English) 
given in T.V. and folk arts respectively as their sources of 
study. Code mixing and code shifting, were identified as 
communicative strategies by Parimala Gantham and Aejaz 
Mohammed Sheikh and Sapna Bhat. Aditi Mukherjee has 
addressed the gender problem in the literature pe11aining to 
language maintenance. 

The Seminar was concluded with the Valedictory Session, 
presided over by Prof.Chekuri Rama Rao. Ms.Geetha 
Durairajan has presented the summary of the Seminar 
proceedings. 



2. K. Nagamma Reddy as the Dirl!ctor. Centre for Women's 
Studies conducted a two-day National Seminar on "(iender 
and Violence", at ICSSR Hall, OU Library, on 9-10 April 
2003, Osmania University, Hyderabad. The inaugural 
session of the Seminar was presided over by Prof. J. Anantha 
Swamy, Vice-Chancellor, Osmania Univerisity: Prof. 
Saraswathi Rao, Former Vice-Chancellor, S.K. University 
inaugurated the Seminar and Prof. Katyayini Vidmahe 
delivered keynote address. The OU Vice-Chancellor 
launched the Souvenir, edited by Prof. K. Nagatnma Reddy 
containing the abstracts of papers. The post-inaugural 
session had four guest ·speakers - Prof. Nayani Krishna 
Kumari, Prof. F.D. Vakil, Sri C.N. Gopinatha Reddy and 
Smt. Sarala Rajya Lakshmi. All the speakers gave their 
respective perspectives on gender issues and on violence 
related activities and how to contain them. 

The Seminar-theme "Gender and violence" consisted of five 
sub-themes, namely (i) General perspectives, (ii) Domestic 
violence, (iii) Gender justice and violence, (iv) reflections in 
language and literature, and (v) Culture, media and gender. The 
30 research papers presented to the Seminar focused on 
different dimensions of gender studies with wider perspectives, 
followed by animated discussion. The Seminar attracted a cross 
section of participants numbering about 100 and hailing from 
different walks of life and affiliated to universities, institutions, 
social organization like NGOs and others. 

The role of women in Indian family and society, the 
vulnerability and susceptibility to violence, empowerment of 
women both socially and economically, equality rights, the 
responsibility of state and elitists towards women 
development and several other related issues were discussed 
in the proceedings. The various forms and shapes of violence 
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like rape. wife-beating, sadistic altitude towards women. 
verbal violence, harassment. undermining of girl child by 
parents etc., were covered together with suggestions to 
contain such atrocities. The cun·ent thinking and emerging 
ideas among the specialists in Women Studies (incidentally 
most of them are women) were brought forth with guidelines 
for future courses of action. The discipline of women studies 
is both an academic as well as problem-oriented practical 
field at the same time. Its social relevance was a crucial 
point of discussion in the Seminar coupled with the offer of 
viable solutions to the sufferings of victimized women. , 
The valedictory session of the Seminar was presided over by 
Prof. M. Mutha Reddy, Registrar, Osmania University and 
Dr. Hemalatha Devi, Director, Women and Child Welfare; 
Government of Andhra Pradesh gave the valedictory address. 
The organization and the academic contents of the Seminar 
were highly appreciated by the experts as well as the other 
partiCipants. Dr. Shakuntala Shanna summed up the 
proceedings of the Seminar and Prof. K. Nagamma Reddy, 
Director of the Centre, proposed a vote of thanks. 

In the addition to the above, the following Seminars were 
organized by Dr.K.Nagamma Reddy: 

(i) As a Member of the Organizing Committee, Two-day 
Symposium was held on "The Challenges to Democracy 
in India" organized by The Indian Academy of Social 
Sciences in Collaboration with the ICSSR-Southem 
Regional Centre, Osmania University, Hyderabad. 

(ii) As a Director, Centre for Women's Studies, A Discussion 
Meet on "International Women's Day"; and "A Lecture
cum-Discussion Meet" on "Importance of Women in 
Indian Society" were held at Seminar Hall, College of Arts 
and Social Sciences, Osmania University, Hyderabad. 



IV. Seminars Attended and Papers Presented 

Aditi Mukherjee 

• 'Gender in studies of language maintenance/shift in 
multilingual situations' at International Conference on 
South Asian Languages (ICOSAL-5) Moscow State 
University, Moscow. 

• 'The gendemess of language maintenance and language 
shift'. National Seminar on Multilingualism in India: The 
Communicative Strategies, CAS in Linguistics, Osmania 
University, Hyderabad. 

Nagamma Reddy, K. 

• 'Language education: The case of Telugu'. National 
Seminar on Language Education and Literacy Benaras 
Hindu University, Varanasi, February 2003. 

• 'Role of Language in Tribal Education'. National 
Seminar on ''Globalization, Indian State and Education 
Policy.'' Department of Sociology, Osmania University, 
February 2003. (Co-authored with B. Ramakrishna 
Reddy) 

• 'Women Education and Development'. National Seminar on 
"Women's Rights and Changing Roles" March 2003. 
Department of Sociology, University College for Women, 
Kothi, Osmania University, Hydcrabad. 

• 'Syllable Structure And Quantity Adjustment In Telugu' 4rl1 

International Conference on South Asian Languages, 
Annamalai University, Annamalainagar, 2003. 

• Technology, Society and Development. In 51
h A.P. 

Sociological Society Conference, Department of 
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Sociology, Osmania University and ICSSR (SRC), 
Hyderabad. Presented a paper on The Tribal Language 
and Education. August 2003. 

• Lectured on (1) Writing a research report and (2) Note: 
Footnote and Endnote. FOSSILS National Workshop on 
Research Design. Dravidian University, Kuppam. May 
2003. 

• Lectured on Acoustic features of speech sounds and 
syllable structure constraints in Indian languages. National 
Workshop on 'Development of Speech Corpora for Indian 
Languages'. Centre for Development of Advanced 
Computing, Anusoudhan Bhavan, Noida, Utter Pradesh. 
July 2003. 

• A joint paper with K. Ramesh Kumar on 'Technology 
Development for Indian languages'. 4'h A.P. Sociological 
Society Conference on Technology, Society and 
Development, ICSSR Hall, Osmania University, 
Hyderabad. August 2003. 

• 'The Phonological Status of higher-low vowel in 
Telugu'. 3ls' All Indian Conference of Dravidian 
Linguists, Kanchi, Tamil Nadu. June 2003. 

• Participant member of the organizing committee in a 
two-day symposium on "The Challenges to Democracy 
in India". Organized by The Indian Academy of Social 
Sciences, A.P. Centre in Collaboration with the ICSSR
Southern Regional Centre. Hyderabad. September 2003. 

• Participant, National Conference on State and Public 
Policy in South Indian States. organized by Southern 
Regional Centre, ICSSR, Osmania University, 
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Hyderabad and Sponsored by Indian Council or Social 
Science Research, New Delhi. 

Swarajya Lakshmi, V. 

• 'Advertisements in Telugu - Communicative Strategies in 
the Multilingual Context'. National Seminar on 
Multilingualism in India: The Conununicative Strategies 
CAS in Linguistics. January 2003. 

Vasanta, D. · 

• 'Phonological awareness and orthographic knowledge in 
the processing of Telugu words by 4111 and 6111 grade 
children'. Seminar on Child Language, University of 
Newcastle, U.K. July 2003. 

• 'Software for teaching beginning prototype package'. 
National Conference on Language Technology Tools: 
Implementation of Telugu/Urdu Centre for Applied 
Linguistics & Translation Studies, University of 
Hyderabad. October 2003. 

• 'Genetic determinism and neurodevelopmental disorders 
affecting language learning'. Discussion meeting on 
Genetic Determinism, Pelling, Sikkim.December 2003. 

• Participated in a panel discussion on early detection of 
hearing loss organized by the Speech, Language anc 
Hearing Society of A.P. At the Southern Regional Centre of 
the A Y J National Institute for the Hearing Handicapped, 
Secunderabad. December 2003. 



I .II 

Vijayanarayana, B. 

• UGC sponsored Refresher Course in Linguistics, 
organized by the School of Language Development, Patti 
Streeramulu Telugu University, Hyderabad, Febmary 
2003. 

• Attended One-Day Colloquim on Wordnet for Indian 
languages. Organized by SAP, Centre for ALTS, 
University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad, March 2003. 

• Resource Person and Chaired the session on 'Morpho
Syntax II' in the Three-day National Conference on 
Language Technology Tools: Implementation of 
Telugu/Urdu organized by the Centre for Applied 
Linguistics and Translation Studies, University of 
Hyderabad, Hyderabad, in collaboration with the Central 
Institute of Indian Languages, Mysore. October 2003. 

Ramesh Kumar, K. 

• Pa11icipated in National Workshop on Word Net at CIIL, 
Mysore Jan 14-16, 2003. 

• Participated in National Workshop on Morphological 
Processing for Indian Languages at Annamalai 
University, 17-2-2003 to 26-2-2003. 

• 'Technology development fot Indian Languages. (A joint 
paper with K. Nagamma Reddy) 41

h A.P. Sociological 
Society Conference on Technology, Society and 
Development, ICSSR Hall, Osmania University, 
Hyderabad. August 2003. 
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V. Research projects 

Nagamma Redd~·, K. 

• On-going: CIIL-HRD Project on "Content Development 
of Telugu" under LIS-India. Central Institute of Indian 
Languages, Mysore. 

Swarajya Lakshmi, V. 

• Code-mixing in Telugu under CAS in Linguistics. 

• Preparation of primary textbooks in Tribal languages in 
collaboration with Tribal Cultural Research Cente, 
Govt. of Andhra Pradesh. 

Vasanta, D. 

• Completed and submitted a report on the proje:t 
"Development and Validation of a Computer-assiste::l 
instructional package for training script-specific wod 
Reading skills in Indian Languages" funded by the De1t 
of Science & Technology, Govt. of India (n 
collaboration with the Dept of Biomedical Engineerirg, 
O.U. and lilT, Hyderabad). November 2003. 

VI. Extension activities of the faculty members 

Nagamma Reddy, K. 

• Lectured on 'Phonetics: Theory and Practice' s 
Resource person, UGC Refresher Course in Linguistic, 
P.S. Telugu University, Hyderabad. February 2003. 

• Appointed as the Chairperson, Board of Studies it 
Linguistics, Centre of Advanced Study in Linguistic! 
Osmania University. She is also The Director, Centre f<r 
Women's Studies, Osmania University. 
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• Chosen for distinguished standing and has been 
conferred with an honorary appointment to the 
Professional Women's Advisory Board, The Board of 
Directors, Governing Board of Editors and Publications 
Board of the American Biographical Institute, 2003. 

• Expert member of the Board of Studies in Linguistics 
Andhra University, Vishakhapatnam. (2003-2007). 

• Nominated by the Vice-Chancellor as External Member 
of the Advisory Committee for the establishment of 
Language Laboratory, February 2004. A.U. College of 
Arts and Commerce, Andhra University, 
V ishakhapatnam. 

• Invited Chief Guest, Government Girls Primary School, 
Rasulpura, to speak on girls education International 
Women's Day. On March 8, 2003. 

• Expert member of the Board of Studies in Linguistics, 
Annamalai University, Annamalainagar. 

• Elected Vice-President, The Indian Academy of Social 
Sciences, Hyderabad Chapter. 

• Honorary advisor to English Monthly Magazine "The 
Wealth of India", Edited by Ashok Kumar, R.No.K4096 
PressS. B/26 7/2002-2003( Govt. Regd). 

• Resource Person of the Workshop on Research Design 
and Research Methodology, organized by the Folklore 
Society of South Indian Languages, Dravidian 
University, Kuppam. Delivered two talks: I. Writing a 
Research report, and 2. Notes: Footnote and Endnote, 
May 2003. 
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lJsha Rani, A. 

• Organizing Secretary, National Seminar on 
Multilingualism in India: The Communicative Strategies 
held by CAS in Linguistics, Osmania University, 
Hyderabad. 

Vijayanarayana,B. 

• Nominated as the Member of Executive Committee, 
Linguistic Society of India. 2003-2005. 

• As a resource person gave two lectures on 
'Morphological Concepts' to the participants of UGC 
Refresher Course in Linguistics at the UGC Staff 
Training College, University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad. 
October 2003. 

Ramesh Kumar, K. 

• Organizing Secretary, National Seminar on 
Multilingualism in India: The Communicative Strategies 
held by CAS in Linguistics, Osmania University, 
Hyderabad. 

• Resource Person for Preparation of Textbooks in Tribal 
Languages, for 1st to 3"d Classes, Tribal Calmar Research 
& Training Institute, Tribal Welfare Department, A.P, 
Hyderabad. 

VII. Research Degrees Awarded 

M. Phil. 

• Awarded M.Phil. Degree to Mr. T. Elisha for his thesis 
on Language Awareness Abilities ol Telugu Speaking 
Secondary School Children. 
Supervisor: Dr. D. Vasanta. 



News of the Dcpa11ment 

This thesis deals with a relatively under-researched topic in the 
field of educational linguistics. viz., language awareness. 
Specifically, it is concerned with assessment of Telugu language 
awareness abilities of secondary school children studying in Telugu 
medium schools. Since there ar~ no ready tools to do the assessment, 
the candidate has designed a tool and field-tested it on 50 school 
children studying in two different secondary schools (one private and 
one Government, the medium of instruction in both schools being 
Telugu). Both the schools are located in Medak district in Andhra 
Pradesh. Data was also collected from I 0 Government school
teachers who teach Telugu in the schools selected for the study. The 
tool called Telugu Language Awareness Test (TLAT) has three main 
sections: Section - A deals with sounds and letters carrying 40 
marks; Section - B with meanings and grammar carrying 40 marks, 
and Section - C deals with issues of language use carries 20 marks. 
The entire test can be administered in less than one hour. Time taken 
by each candidate was also noted. 

The main findings of this study are: (l) Telugu speaking 
secondary school children exhibited better awareness about 
sounds, letters, meaning and grammar components of the test than 
language use component which probed awareness about dialects 
and knowledge about spoken vs. written language (2) There is 
little, if any difference in the perfonnance between boys and girls 
in both the schools (3) The overall performance of children in 
both the schools improves gradually, but from class Vlll to class 
X (in the private school set-up) those in private school were able 
to complete the test slightly faster than those in the Government 
school (5) The performance of the adults (Govenunent schQol 
teachers with Telugu Pandit qualification) was close to theoretical 
maximum especially on sections A and 8 offering content validity 
to the test. It appears that greater attention should have been paid 
to Section - C dealing with issues of dialects and differences 
between spoken and written language. 
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The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter- I provides an 
introduction to the concept of language awareness; brief 
discussion on its role in education and the need for the present 

. study. Chapter - 2 on Review of Literature reports studies 
undertaken on this subject, primarily in the Western context in 
relation to English language. These studies have been classified 
under the headings, Metalinguistic ability vs. language 
awareness; A framework for language awareness; Development 
of language awareness; Causes and function of linguistic 
awareness and Pedagogic implications. Chapter - 3 titled, 
Methodology provides a detailed description of the test, TLA T 
(with the Telugu original reproduced in the appendix); Method 
of administration of the test; Data collection, Scoring and 
Analysis. Chapter - 4 on Results and discussion contains tables 
displaying the results obtained on TLA T from the children 
belonging to the two schools as well as the adults. A brief 
discussion of the main results is also included in this chapter. 
Chapter - 5 sununarizes the thesis and lists the major 
conclusions, their implications, limitations of the present study 
and suggestions for future research. 

Reported by D. Vasanta 

Ph.D. 

• Awarded Ph.D. Degree to Mr. S. Rajendran for thesis on 
Significance of Stress for Speech Systems in Hindi. 
Supervisor: Prof. K. Naganuna Reddy 

The objective of the thesis is to examine the acoustic 
correlates of stress in Hindi, to evolve rules underlying the 
functions of stress in continuous speech, and . to make use of 
these rules in developing speech systems for Hindi. 
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Chapter I presents the senario of building speech systems 
and the requirement of segmental and supreasegmental 
knowledge sources for building speech systems. It introduces the 
prosodic features and the importance of stress. Chapter 2 deals 
with the problem in studying the acoustic correlates of stress. 
Previous studies on stress in Hindi indicate that stress exists in 
Hindi. Stress is a suprasegmental feature associated with 
syllable. While there was a larger consensus among the studies 
that syllables have to be necessarily classified into heavy and 
light, there was disagreement in assigning stress to a particular 
syllable. Most of the previous studies were based on perceptual 
criteria!. Unlike languages like English where stress is marked in 
the lexicon, Hindi does not distinguish same word with 
difference in stress. This suggests that Hindi does not have 
lexical function but have ·demarcative function besides 
expressing emphasis in speech. 

The third Chapter begins with analysis of disyllabic words 
consisting of a light syllable followed by a heavy syllable. The 
acoustic properties such as duration, intensity, fundamental 
frequency (Fo), fonnants and their bandwidth, spectral tilt and 
excitation strength of the syllable nuclei were analysed. The results 
indicate that the duration of vowel in the unstressed syllable (initial 
syllable) is equal or higher than the stressed syllables. On the other 
hand, the intensity was higher by 4 dB for most of the cases in the 
stressed syllable (i.e., final syllable). The Fo was also consistently 
higher at the vowel in the stressed syllable. The bandwidth of the 
first fonnation in the stressed vowel is less compared to that of the 
unstressed vowel indicating that the vowels in the stressed syllables 
were produced with larger efforts. 

Chapter 4 presents analysis of disyllabic words with different 
syllable pattems. The analysis indicates that Fo is found to be 
always higher for the final syllable irrespective of the quality and 
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quantity or the vowel in the syllable. Analysis or speech spoken in 
English by the native speakers of Hindi and experiments of word 
order confinn that the word final syllables show higher Fo than the 
word-initial syllables. 

Chapter 5 proposes an algorithm for locating the stressed 
syllables (usually word final syllables) in continuous speech in 
Hindi. The potential syllables were identified by using energy 
contour, pitch and first order LP coefficient. The algoritlun was 
evaluated on a corpus of about 50 sentences in Hindi read out by 
five native speakers of Hindi representing different geographical 
region. The results showed that about 80% of the stressed 
syllables and about 28% of the function words -wee correctly 
recognized by the algoritlun. Evidences were shown that the 
algorithm was robust enough to handle adverse speech input 
conditions·like noisy speech and telephone speech. 

The final chapter summarizes the work discussed in the 
previous chapters and proposes directions for future research 
studies on stress. 

VIII. Appointment of Faculty 

The University has appointed Mr. Mohd. Ansari as 
Assistant Professor in Linguistics and he has joined the 
Department on the 18th September 2003. 
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